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Frontis/Jiece: Two intense atmospheric disturbances apparently join forces. What are 
the dynamics that produces these visible manifestations? Are they really connected? 
Twenty years of satellite remote sensing have produced a vast data base of day and 
night images at high resolution in many portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Their use in meteorology is indispensable. 
Analogous observations of the oceans are nascent-proofs-of-concept have been com
pleted. Where do we go from here? This report attempts to discuss some of the possibilities 
and provides some guidelines for future efforts. iii 
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PREFACE 

DUring the later part of the prevIous decade, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), together with the National Oceanic and Atmos
pheric Administration (NOAA) and the Department of Defense (0001, planned 
for the first operational demonstration of a spaceborne ocean observing system, 
the National Oceanic Satellite System (NOSS) As then conceived, the first 
NOSS satellite was to have been launched In 1986 This system would have 
been based on the heritage and successful proof-of-concept demonstrations af
forded by Skylab, GEOS 3, Nimbus 7, and Seasat 

As a means for addressing the sCientific needs of the oceanograph IC commu
nity as a whole, the NOSS SCience Working Group was formed In the spring 
of 1980 under the chairmanship and gUidance of Dr FrancIs P Bretherton The 
Group was charged with three tasks first, to recommend sensor modifications 
and additions to fill the 25% of the spacecraft capacity which had been reserved 
for research purposes, second, to Identify research problems amenable to solu
tion utiliZIng NOSS data, and third, to recommend appropriate facilities for the 
research community to use NOSS data effectively In the solution of these prob
lems Th IS document conveys their recommendations 

Since the formation of thiS group, the ground rules have been changed NOSS 
was deleted from the budget Nonetheless, satellite oceanography IS an Impor
tant field of endeavor, and will continue to be so In the future We take thiS 
report, then, as an Important and focussed set of recommendations for the near
term direction of the NASA satellite oceanography program As such, the report 
IS valuable In helping us develop a realistiC rationale for the continued develop
ment of our nation's space-based observations for the oceanographic commu
nity The members of the NOSS SCience Working Group and their many inter
ested colleagues who freely offered their help are to be congratulated for their 
work, NASA and the entire oceanographic community can only benefit from 
their efforts, and we are grateful forthelr aid 

Lawrence F McGoldrick 
Oceamc Processes Branch 
Office of Space and Terrestrial AppltcatlOns 
NatIOnal Aeronautics and Space AdministratIOn 
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FOREWORD 

FOREWORD 

ICing the Pole 
or In the tomd clime, 
Dark - heaving - boundless 
- endless and sublime 

Byron 

The poet wrote these Imes at the begmnmg of the modern age of 
sCIentific exploration of the oceans For centuries previously, geographic 
discovery and exploitation saw many manti me expeditions devoted to 
roundmg out knowledge of the globe, many useful sCientifiC observations 
also resulted For example, until not too long ago the best temperature 
measurements and depth soundmgs m some oceanic regions were those 
of Captam Cook, datmg from the eighteenth century In even more remote 
ages, people used the seas extensively-for trade and emigration routes, 
for food and mmeral resources Much of the lore of the sea has very 
ancient roots 

ICing the Pole, smgs the poet The Ice-covered ArctiC Ocean IS not 
at all a tranquil, negligible sea It exchanges waters primarily With the 
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northern Atlantic Ocean, and this exchange IS an Important part of the 
heat budget and annual cycle of these waters Were the Arctic Ocean Ice 
free, qUite different oceanic and climatic regimes would prevail m the North
ern Hemisphere Antarctica IS a huge contment covered with a vast Ice sheet, 
the earth's crust bemg pressed down by the weight of the Ice to far below 
sea level Should the deep southern oceans warm, or the circulation change, 
some of the antarctic Ice sheet might be subject to catastrophic change The 
breakmg free and eventual meltmg of the West Antarctic Ice Sl1eet IS one 
of these hypothesized catastrophes The worldwide effect on sea level and 
on the oceans m general would be great 

The tOrrid clime IS the home of very large-scale and Important oceanic 
phenomena, such as the great systems of low-latitude surface currents, 
under currents, and counter currents They appear and disappear, perhaps 
m some relationship to atmospheric changes, resultmg m oceanic condi
tions Important to man, such as great changes m fish breedmg conditions 
and recruitment of fish stocks The changes m flshmg grounds near Peru 
and off the east coast of Africa are a few of the Important examples 

Dark - heavmg - boundless - endless, says the poet Byron was 
a sailor, he knew and loved the vagaries of the sea and respected Its 
violence HIS View, however, was restricted to the surface Today, ShiPS, 
buoys, bottom mstruments, and submersible craft allow us to penetrate 
the darkness and to sample directly the chemical and physical processes 
of the sea The geological, geochemical, and biological explorations 
of the sea bottom have led to mcredlble contemporary discoveries and 
new questions that the poet could not have Imagmed, the "livmg" sea 
floor to this day IS hardly fathomed, hardly understood and explamed 
But the ocean IS still rather dark, m the sense of yet wlthholdmg many 
details of ItS dynamiCs, ItS mteractlon with the earth below and the 
atmosphere above, the wide variety of life It contams stili holds much 
to discover and understand Its heavmgs and churnmgs are better under
stood than before, but are not yet satisfactorily predictable Great storms 
brew up suddenly and wreak havoc on shlPpmg, on fisheries, on human 
works along the ocean shores and pose sudden dangers to off-shore 
mmeral and energy exploitation Boundless and endless It no longer 
IS, In the sense that we have the technology to explore all the depths, 
the remote niches, and even to observe ItS upper surface global and 
synoptically Not many of these resources are at their optimum stage 
of development, nor are they satisfactorily cost-efflclent-m fact, they 
are very costly mdeed The mformatlon they are capable of gathermg, 
however, IS cost-effective m terms of the need of mankmd to know 
and understand the oceans and their vagaries 

Subllme--what did the poet mtend by this word of so many meanings 
and shades of color? Takmg the ancient roots of the word, he may have meant 
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FOREWORD 

"raised to a high level," perhaps unreachable, exalted In Its mystery 
Perhaps he meant to evoke the grandeur of Its relationship to the human 
dnve to explore, understand, conquer One possible meaning IS related 
to high Intellectual worth This IS certainly a contemporary facet of the 
ocean sCiences Not only IS knowledge of the oceans of great Intellectual 

value, but the practical value cannot be minimized Moreover, the intellec
tual and practical challenges are great and stimulating 

The matenal In thiS report denves from a number of sources, first of 
which were the diSCUSSions of the NOSS SCience Working Group, estab
lished to adVise the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on what 
Important ocean sCience programs could be accomplished or supported 
through a specific spacecraft program, the National Oceanic Satellite System 
(NOSS) The diSCUSSions grew to encompass remote sensing possibilities 
from other kinds of spacecraft and the use of spacecraft as commUnication 
links with dnftlng buoys Direct shipboard, buoy, or other kinds of oceanog
raphic and biological observations would be needed not only as validation 
or quality control of spacecraft indirect observations, but also as observing 
partners of the satellite systems The latter was seen as necessary to establish 
the composite obserVing technology needed to address the major ocean SCI

ence problems As time went on, It was also recognized that a broader survey 
would be needed of satellite observing pOSSibilities to support a vanety of 
ocean sCience needs 

Many colleagues contnbuted speCial matenals to thiS compilation, espe
Cially to Chapter 2, and speCial thanks are due them for their efforts 
Chapter 2 has the appearance of a shopping list It IS Intended to Illustrate 
a vanety of good SCientific applications and only a limited attempt has 
been made to Integrate matenal from diverse contnbutors, or to reduce 
overlap Some useful and germane matenal from other published reports 
and studies has also been quoted or paraphrased 

To proVide a framework and a context for such matenal, some one 
person had to serve as organizer of the train of thought, editor of the 
matenal, and supervIsor of the final production The underSigned, In 
the capacity of staff support for the NOSS SCience Working Group, 
assumed these tasks, and takes full and sole responSibility for the SinS 
of omission and commiSSion that the expert reader will discover The 
report, however, has been reviewed by the NSWG and represents a 
consensus on what IS needed, what can and should be done and, Insofar 
as It IS pOSSible to speCify, how 

ThiS report IS addressed not only to those Interested In the application 
of remote sensing to the ocean SCiences, but also to colleagues In adminiS
trative and management POSitions In the federal agencies who have the 
unenviable task of deCiding how to partition rather limited technical, 
human, and fiscal resources among the many worthy claimants for federal 
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programs and support 
Fmally, the rules of the game have changed NOSS has been deferred, 

probably permanently m the form discussed last year The NOSS sCience 
plannmg exerCise, however, has focussed attention on the Important 
opportunities to oceanic sCiences research of space-based remote sensmg, 

as new tools, or as crucial complements to non-space technology The 
Workmg Group, constramed to concern themselves with NOSS per se, 
however, also found It Important to diSCUSS some of the wider applications 
of remote sensmg 

Moreover, the complier felt that It would be useful to express some 
thoughts concernmg the contmued development of space-based observ
mg techniques for the ocean sCiences The fmal section of thiS report,then, 
IS an attempt to set down some reasonable and realistic pOSSibilities, 
based on the extensive recent expenence with Seasat A, Nimbus 7, 
and the sCience plannmg efforts for NOSS 

x 

Stanley Ruttenberg 
Executive Secretary 
NOSS SCience WorkmgGroup 

1 July 1981 
NCAR, Boulder,Colorado 



SUMMARY 

SUMMARY 

• Satellite-borne observing and commUnication systems offer a variety 
of techniques to observe and/or map qualitatively, with high-resolu

tion, many oceanic features of Importance, and to make measure
ments that are the basIs of quantitative information 

• Satellite techniques, however, are limited essentially to surface man
Ifestations and hence there will continue to be a strong need for 
direct measurements uSing ships, buoys, bottom moorings, etc, as 

well as for subsurface remote sensing by acoustic methods 

• The information derived from satellite observations IS best used In 
close coordination with direct observations, for the latter are needed 
to proVide the high time and space sampling needed, the highest 
accuraCies, and also to serve as validatlonlcontrol of the information 
Inferred from satellite observations, the former proVide the Wide areal 
coverage, long-term and repeated observations necessary to build 
up valid statistical data series for such phYSical quantities as surface 
Wind or stress fields, surface temperatures, ocean-atmosphere heat 

budget, and the time and space characteristics of the range of scales 
of oceanic Circulation 
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• Satellite techniques also facilitate widespread direct observations 

through the use of satellite-borne data collection and location systems, 

communicating with such platforms as drifting and pop-up buoys, 

ships of opportunity, and remote stations 

• There are several large-scale national and international experiments 
being planned In the context of the World Climate Research Program 
for which satellite techniques offer valuable and In some Instances 

unique capability a large-scale study of the heat budget In the North 

AtlantiC (Cage), a tropical ocean-atmosphere experiment With em

phaSIS on the Southern Oscillation, and a general Circulation experi

ment for which TOPEX (satellite radar altimeter topographic experi

ment) and extensive use of drifters tracked With satellite techniques 

would offer conSiderable unique contributions 

• There IS a large variety of smaller-scale regional or site-specific 
oceanic processes that could be studied effectively With the use of 

satellite techniques In conjunction With direct observations 

• The color scanner has proven to be directly applicable to many 
studies of biological processes In the surface waters, the Images have 

also proven to be valuable for mapping and studYing some features 
of oceanic Circulation Color scanner information may also prove 
to be Invaluable for some studies of atmospheriC constituents, e g , 

aerosols 

• Surface and subsurface drifters, tracked With satellites, which also 
collect direct measurements, are evolVing to the pOint where substan

tial experiments seem pOSSible In the near future to study Important 
Circulation models and features Technical development IS already 

under way and should continue, With the goal of deployment of 

advanced drifters for speCifiC studies The satellite data collection 
and platform location system (DCLS) requirements and deSigns need 

further study to ascertain what requirements could be met by eXisting 

systems (e g , Argos and the systems on the geostationary satellites) 

and what further developments might be needed to serve oceanic 

needs even better 

• There IS much work to do In acqumng, editing, and formatting Impor
tant historical data sets, such as Winds from ShiPS, and sea-surface 
temperatures, as well as extensive satellite data sets which have not 

yet been put Into acceSSible form Moreover, there IS a great need 

to begin to compile a user-interactive data catalog for oceanic SCI

ences to facilitate better use of the kinds of data fields Just mentioned 
One way to meet these needs IS to establish a dedicated data system 
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for oceanic sCiences oriented explicitly to the user of data and mfor
matlon derived therefrom Such a facility would then support future 
extensive satellite oceanic sCience experiments and programs 

• TOPEX seems to be the ripest satellite technique for early Implementa
tion as a major research effort Possibilities should contmue to be 
explored of an early flight program, even If all optimal conditions 
cannot be met simultaneously 

• The possibility should be mvestlgated of Implementmg a speCial pilot 
data processing effort for the operational sea-surface-temperature ob
servations ThiS effort should attempt to mclude corrections and data 
quality procedures not practicable m the operational data processmg 
system Products of such an effort would be valuable research con
tributions 

• The possibilities of mcludmg a radar scatterometer and/or color scan
ner on NOAA operational polar-orbltmg satellites are bemg mvestl
gated These represent Important opportunities to provide extensive 
data sets to evaluate the needs for related direct control observations, 
and to proVide extensive and valuable, even If not optimal, data 
set~ for research 
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 
AND OTHER 

ACRONYMS 

MYSTERIOUS NOMENCLATURE 

Argos This IS the name of the French satellite-borne data relay and 
platform location system designed for the Global Weather Experiment 
1979 Its primary function was to locate and track constant-level balloons 
which were to have been flown In the Southern Hemisphere to obtain 
winds and temperature Its deSign also permitted use of many other 
kinds of platforms, such as ocean and Ice buoys The name (French 
spelling) refers to the one hundred~yed monster guarding the heifer 
10 In Greek mythology The system flies on the NOAA Tlros N opera
tional, polar-orbiting satellites, and will continue until at least 1986 
AVHRR Advanced Very-High Resolution Radiometer, an operational 
Instrument on the NOAA series of satellites designed to observe the 
surface In the so-called window regions Full resolution IS about 1 km, 
there IS insuffiCient on-board recording capaCity, however, to store full-re
solution observations for the whole globe, so processing IS done on-board 
to produce 4-km resolution global coverage For speCial work, the full 
resolution observations can be recorded on-board for about 20% of the 
globe Also, 1 km resolution data are transmitted continuously In real-time 
to receivers In an experiment area 
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Cage ThiS IS the name of a major mternatlonally organized experiment 

bemg discussed for the mld-1980s The proposed observational program 

would enclose the North Atlantic Ocean and the atmosphere above 

to measure the heat flux and ItS divergence, hence the name 

DCLS Data Collection Location System, a generic name for a satellite

borne system to receive relayed data from platforms and to allow determi
nation of their position by procesSing of the Signals Argos location IS 

accomplished through an analysIs of the Doppler shift of the received 
Signals A somewhat different system was discussed for pOSSible flight 

on NOSS, In which two antennas on the spacecraft would constitute 

an Interferometer, analysIs of the received Signal would Yield the position 

of the transmitter, Doppler analysIs would have been used to resolve 

the ambigUity Inherent In the interferometric analY~ls 

ERSE Earth Radiation Budget Experiment, planned for the mld-1980s 
Narrow- and Wide-angie radiation sensors will be flown on two NOAA 

polar-orbltmg satellites and on a third research satellite Special attention 

IS being paid to calibration procedures to assure that the required ac

curacies will be maintained, the multiple-satellite system will assure that 

enough samplmg will take place dUring one day to reduce the diurnal 

bias which ha~ hampered analysIs of observations from all prevIous radia

tion budget experiments 
GEOS Geodetic satellites, with accurate orbital determinations A radar 

altimeter was flown on GEOS 3 as the first full space test of thiS technique 
for measuring the topography of the ocean surface 

GOASEX Gulf of Alaska Experiment, dUring which much direct data 

were obtained of surface Winds, for comparISon with Seasat scatterometer 
observations 

GOES Geostationary Operational EnVironmental Satellite, operated by 

NOAA There are two satellites, onfi over the eastern USA, the second 
over the eastern Pacific The main observations are high-resolution Images 

In vIsible and mfrared, for analysIs of cloud occurrence and types, their 

movements, and as structural clues to atmospheric dynamiCs The two 

GOES spacecraft now In operation also Include experimental mfrared 

vertical sounders, VAS (see below), the observations of which are used 

to mfer temperature and humidity profiles 

ICEX Ice Experiment, a report of a study group convened to outline 
the major problems In sea and land Ice that could be addressed through 

satellite techniques 
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone 
jASIN jomt Air/Sea Interaction Experiment, conducted m the North Sea 

Seas at passes over the jASIN array permitted a comprehensive set of 

intercomparisons between direct observations and information Inferred 

from the satellite observations 
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LAMMR Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer This in

strument IS a direct descendant of the prevIous microwave radiometers, 
which proved their utility In mapping the surface (e g , for Ice) In cloudy 
conditions, and In obtaining useful surface temperature observations 
The LAMMR was deSigned to provide a higher spatial resolution than 
had been obtained before, to Improve the usefulness of the sea-surface 
temperatures, and to reduce the size of the coastal zone where land 
effecb degrade the deSired signal 
MIZEX Marginal Ice Zone Experiment 

NASA National Aeronautical and Space Administration, an agency of 
the U S Government 
NESS National Earth Satellite Service of NOAA (National EnVironmen
tal Satellite Service until recently) 
NOAA National Oceanic and AtmospheriC Administration of the U S 
Department of Commerce 
NSF National SCience Foundation, an agency of the U S Government 
SEQUAL Seasonal Equatorial AtlantiC Experiment 
SOFAR Long-range ranging technique uSing the sound channel and 
underwater floats, the exact derivation of the name SOFAR IS obscure, 
but It can be Inferred to have been derived from Sound, Far, and Ranging 
STD Salinity, Temperature, Depth sounding, accomplished With sample 
bottles and subsequent chemical analYSIS, or With automatic profiling 
equipment 
TIROS TeleVISion InfraRed Operational Satellite, the first series of 
NOAA meteorological satellites 
TOPEX TopographiC Experiment, uSing a precIsion radar altimeter, pro
posed for the mld-1980s to study ocean dynamiCs 
VAS VISSR (see below) AtmospheriC Sounder, now being flown on 
the two NOAA GOES satellites The reduced Signal at geostationary 
distance IS compensated for by time averaging, to produce a slgnal-to
nOise ratio Similar to that of the Instantaneous observations made on 
the polar-orbltmg satellites An Important advantage of VAS IS to be 
able to concentrate on a region of mterest and build up a coherent 
tlme-~erles of observations dUring fast-breakmg mesoscale meteorological 
events 
VISSR VISible, Infrared Spm-Scan Radiometer used on the NOAA geo
stationary satellite (e g , GOES) to Image the earth m VISible and mfrared 
The spm of the satellite supplies the lateral scan across the earth's disk, 
while the vertical scan IS accomplished through a steppmg mirror, With 
a cycle time of about 25 mmutes Smaller portions of the disk can 
be scanned at a more rapid rate 
XBT Expendable bathythermograph, a deVice which, havmg been 
launched from a ship (stationary or under way), drops through the water 

HI 
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and sends back through a fine wire temperature information as a function 

of depth The sonde continues to Sink when the full length of wire 

IS played out, hence "expendable" Air-dropped XBTs are called AXBTs 

These Instruments make It economically feasible to monitor upper-layer 
temperatures over some Important oceanic regions 
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The ocean processes have traditionally been mvestlgated by samplmg 
from mstruments In Situ, Yleldmg quantitative measurements that are 
mtermlttent m both space and time The past two decades have seen 

the development of new observzng systems such as the STO, current 
meters, and SOFAR floats These devices give a contmuous record m 
one dimension, either mstantaneously m the vertical or at a fixed pomt, 
or approximately movmg With a water parcel Arrays of these mstruments 
have greatly mcreased our awareness of the space-time variability m 
the oceans, be It due to znternal waves, mesoscale eddies, or fluctuations 
m the general circulation Itself The need to obtam proper samplmg 
of the averaged quantities treated m our analytical and numerical models 
IS at present probably the most Significant limitation on advances In 

phYSical oceanography 
In prmclple, space-based techniques can offer substantial mformatlon 

Important to thiS four-dimensional Jigsaw puzzle Global coverage of 
broad-scale surface features such as wmd stress, sea level, and tempera
ture at time mtervals which are short enough to be effectively contmuous 
gives an enormous potential advantage over shlpborne techniques Hlgh
resolution snapshot Images of temperature or color or microwave emlsslV-
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Ity allow unique visualization ot near-surface processes such as Internal 

wave~ or eddy tormatlon, such vlsuallzatlon~ can greatly extend the 

interpretation ot conventional measurement~, and allow considerable 

economies and a new kind ot ~trateglc planning of ship operations 

Communication with ~en~or~ on tlxpd and dnftlng buoys, and the location 

of nonflxed ~y~tpm' through ~ateilites make pOSSible all sorts of composite 

subsurface mea"urement ~y~tl'm" which would otherwise be qUite Imprac

ticable 

Remote sensors operatmg from the vantage pomt of space wIll never 
replace dIrect measurements and acoustIc remote sensing, because the 
ocean IS effectIVely opaque to electromagnetIc radIatIon, but satelltte re
mote-sensing observing and data relay and platform locatIon techmques 
should playa substantIal role that needs to be systematIcally recogmzed 
and exploIted In future programs of ocean sCIences research 

S,uch exploitation requlre~ a developing ~ynergl,m between ,pecltlc 

space-ba,ed technlque~ and ml'>'>!on" on the one hand, with research 

expenment'i on Important oceanographic problem, that henetlt trom those 

technlqul'" on the othel The uncertalntlP' a."ouated with Interence 

trom remote ~en"'ng, and thl' dlllicultle~ 01 recon~tructlllg the overall 

picture lrom oIN:'rvatlon, III \/111 Imply that the clCceptance 01 Ill'W Inlor

matlon will comp onlv alter a paln,taklllg program 01 olJ~crvlng ~y"tpm 

Inter< ompan~on and conlldenle-huilcling case ~tudIP' Thp,p will require 

long-range commitment bv Il'arling ou'anographlc 'lientl,h and ,ateilite 

In,truml'nt 'pPllall,h 

The exten"lve expenence over thl' la~t two decade, With meteorological 

~atellite ~y.,tem' u'l'd In cio,e coordillation With ground-ha'ipd network, 

to proVide a ,pace-ba,ed/,urlc1(p-ba,ed compo'>!te ob,ervlIlg ,y,tem, 

give., us ulIl'ldl'rable IINght Into analogou, pro,pect, lor ,upport 01 

ocean ,CI('nle re'earch a, well a., Into \\hat kind, 01 (lired anlillarv 

ocean oh.,ervatlon, are nece,~ary, what trade-olb mu,t be dealt With, 

and what kind, 01 ,peClcll data management ettorh .,hould be undt'rtaken 
to lalilitate the re,earch dlce"> and u,e 01 the ob,ervatlon, 

Recent expeflence WIth sensors on GEOS 3, Seasat, and Ntmbus 7 
deSIgned for ocean observatIons underline the need to Include from the 
beginning explICIt planning for valIdatIon control observatIons, and a sub
stantIal data collectIon effort To do otherwIse would fisk not extracting 
the full advantage of the very large Investf'7ent m the satellite portIon of 
the system 

New obserVing too'" can tran,torm the hcblC perception 01 old prob

lem" but only after their IIlterpretatlon ha, been e,tabll'>hed, nece',',ary 

corrections have been applied, and calibration, and error e'itlmate, are 

known There are tew applicable standard technique, for "surface truth" 

Indeed, the space-denved IIltormatlon ha, tundamentally new character-
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IStICS, such as hOrizontal averaging over larger regions and the teaslbillty 

of averaging over longer tlme~ (e g, through repeat observations), so 

that It IS attractive as a unique complement to information derived from 
direct observations The orderly evolutIOn of composite systems also 

needs long-range vIsion and stabil Ity of institutional arrangements which 
transcend the traditional boundaries of funding agencies The process 

of assimilation and adjustment to these new opportunltle~ will be a 

long and sometimes painful one 

ThiS document attempts to sketch a vIsion of some of the sCientific 

problems In which thiS endeavor should be embedded It IS Intended 
to stimulate discussion rather than present a final Judgment It cannot 

describe all the Important potential applications, nor list the proVISOS 
and details that need to be considered m fmal evaluation of the prospects 

for each problem, but It may serve as a framework for the ongoing 

evolution of concepts and priorities of a realistiC program 
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APPLICA nONS OF SA TEL LITE-BASED OBSERVA nONS 

2 
APPLICA TIONS 
OF SATELLITE-BASED 
OBSERVATIONS 

DUring the discussions of the NOSS SCience Workmg Group, a number 
of research areas were discussed for which satellite techniques offer 
either valuable complementary mformatlon to ship and buoy direct ob
servmg techniques, or represent the only feasible way to obtam the 
mformatlon needed In addition, several other plannmg studies are under 
way m connection with the World Climate Research Program The feasI
bility of at least one major ocean experiment IS bemg exammed mterna
tlonally Others are under discussion m the USA These suggestions 
are not Idle suggestions, they relate closely to the research mterests 
of mdlvldual SCientists, based on what they would like to be mvolved 
m themselves should the opportunity arise 

The followmg descriptions of possible research activities are not or
dered accordmg to priOrity, but Illustrate a range of Important and chal
lengmg sCientific applications Many such research objectives could be 
met by a few satellite flight programs, and there are many ways In 
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which observmg systems may be combmed on any particular flight 
No attempt IS made here to discuss such matter~ 

2.1 Models 

Phenomenological and analytical techniques and models play Impor
tant roles m provldmg required detailed deSCriptions and also represent 
a highly useful and valid approach to the physical understandmg of 
many Important oceanic processes The data series discussed m this 
report as necessary will be of great Importance to further development 
and verification of all types of models 

Increasmgly, numerical models of various types are becommg a power
ful tool by which diverse observations of the ocean are tied together 
to form and test a coherent picture of the state of the ocean and the 
processes at work There are nearly always msufflclent data to determme 
uniquely all the fields needed The Simplest model IS a diagnostic or 
universal one, which explores the range of possible Interpretations subject 
to certam kmematlc constramts (such as geostrophy, or conservation 
of mass, salt and temperature) A number of other model types have 
been developed which start from the equations of motion and are dynami
cally and thermodynamically conSistent, though not necessarily correct 
deSCriptions of the real situation some of these address the general 
Circulation m the world ocean, there are eddy-resolvmg models of the 
circulation m specific ocean basms, some models aim at the transient 
response to changes m atmospheric forcmg near the equator, there are 
one-dimensional models of the upper mixed layer and seasonal thermoc
Ime, and there are storm surge and tidal models for specific coastal 
waters Each of these requires speCifiC mputs and makes predictions 
which may be used for validation 

For example, a general circulation model normally assumes fields of 
surface wmd stress, surface temperature, and net preCIpitation mmus 
evaporation, and predicts time mean fields of subsurface temperature, 
salmlty, and velOCity, together With sea level and surface heat flux 
Numerical experiments can determme the sensitivity to reasonable varia
tions m model parameters such as eddy dlffuSIVlty, and then the available 
data are used to test the overall consistency The more reliable the 
mformatlon that IS available, the better SpeCifiC types of measurements 
will have greater or lesser Impact dependmg on the problem at hand 
The surface stress, properly time-averaged over several weeks or longer, 
and suffiCiently accurate to determme the distribution of ItS curl on the 
scale of the oceanic phenomenon under conSideration, IS nearly always 
a Significant mput, however, for mixed-layer models greater time resolu
tion may be required, and near coastlmes It IS the stress Itself rather 
than Its spatial gradient which IS most Important Time-averaged surface 
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temperature IS usually also a required Input, however, unless validation 

against surface heat fluxes IS Involved, the precIsion available from histori

cal merchant ship data IS normally adequate Fluctuations In surface 

temperature may be a valuable validation tool In time dependent prob

lems, and synoptic measurements suffiCiently accurate to determine them 

are potentially Important The near-surface geostrophlc veloCity IS another 
validation variable, intimately connected to gradients In sea level after 

tidal oscdlatlons have been eliminated It IS the large-scale averages 

most naturally prOVided by measurements of sea level which are most 

valuable for all except local process studies 

For Inve~tlgatlOns of the large-scale time-dependent response of the 

near-surface waters to varying Wind stress, a first approximation IS to Ignore 

the motion of the abyssal waters and to conSider the movement of the layer 

above the thermocline as a vertically coherent Unit ThiS IS a central prob

lem In the Interannual variations of global climate, centered In the tropical 

ocean The combination of Wind ~tress and sea level alone would then pro

Vide a major test of the dynamics of the models, With the addition of sea-sur

face temperature to test the thermodynamics, remarkably complete Inter

comparISon would be pOSSible 

In most cases however, direct ~ubsurface measurements are needed to 

proVide an adequate range of validation variables to test model perfor

mance Near-surface temperature and heat storage can be measured 

from surface drifters uSing satellite communications a~ an e~sentlal link 

Subsurface velOCities from constant-level floats can again proVide the 

large-scale long-time averages so Important for most studies Satellite 

communicatIOn links and position finding can greatlv extend the pos

Sibil Itles here On the other hand, there appear~ to be no substitute 

for ship-based profiles of temperature and salinity and radioactive tracers 
which proVide e"entlal Intormatlon about the volumetriC distribution 

of dltferent water mas~es Examination at the models designed tor each 

of the~e speCifiC problems Yield, InSights Into the information gained 

from observation, of any given accuracy, ,ampling density, and overall 

coverage, which where pOSSible are qualitatively reflected In what fol

lows "'ore thorough examination ot the~e Issues IS neces,ary before 

a complete picture ot the potential Impact of space techniques on 
oceanography can be comtructed 

2.2 Generic Observations 

There are a variety of observations which, If made continuously over 

several year, and processed and reduced to formats designed for research 

use, would ~upply the needed coherent data sets for many speCifiC re
search problems and for test of models, as discussed above Moreover, 

such data sets would, If continued operationally, form the bases of extrac-
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tlon of indices useful for long-term monitoring of variability The eXistence 

of such coherent and long-term data sets IS of paramount Importance 

In atmospheric research Oceanic research would be similarly benefited 

by establishment of regular observations 

Space-based techmques could contribute significantly to provIsion of 
long-term, mternally consistent observatIOnal series However, the satellite 
mformatlon would be even more valuable If reliable ties could be established 
to the conventIOnal historical data bases The establishment of such reliable 
connections, and the careful edltmg of the historical data would be far 
from a routme triVial task 

2 2.1 Wmd Stress 

The wind stress at the surface IS one of the major driVing forces of 

oceanic Circulation There are no systematic observations with which 
to test the performance of various models of ocean Circulation and ocean 

response to the atmosphere Ship observations of wind provide some 

coverage In regions served by commercial shipping, ship observations, 

however, are nOIsy (I e , may contain undetectable errors) and uncalib

rated (e g , for ship effects) and must be processed carefully before use 

In the opinion of sCientists who are trying to develop better models 

of the ocean Circulation, one of the greatest needs, at present, IS a coherent, 
calibrated long-term data set of surface stress or wind over at least the tropical 
zone, and preferably over the globe The Seasat data processing effort and 

the experience with the validation program indicate what expliCit measure
ments must be made In situ to faCilitate the use of the baSIC observations 
The Seasat data offer an enticing glimpse of future routine wind stress/wind 

veloCity observations globally But can satellite techniques really supply the 

information With enough ancillary data for ItS interpretation I Many special 

studies will be needed to Improve the interpretation of scatterometer obser
vations (I e , to translate the radar backscatter cross section of capillary waves 

Into stress/speed) and also to Identify situations In which there might be other 

phYSical or biological factors contributing to the backscattered Signal, Ie, 

to Identify reliably the various surface effects that Infl uence the backscatter, 
and to make adequate corrections 

For example, the return Signal from a scatterometer depends on the pres

ence of surface structures With scales In the centimeter range, the usefulness 

of the scatterometer In measuring Wind speed depends upon variations In 
the intensity and denSity of these structures as a function of Wind speed 

Several different kinds of structures at these scales can be discerned and 

they may vary With Wind stress In different ways, the scattered response 

lumps them all together 
One kind of structure Involves groups or trains of capillary-gravity waves 

at these scales, generated directly by the Wind stress and perhaps to 
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some extent by weak resonant wave-wave interactions from larger com
ponents At low wind speeds, the local amplitude of these wave trainS 
may not vary strongly with Wind speed-they may reach a local saturation 
qUite qUickly-but the fraction of total area covered by them will surely 
Increase with the Wind stress Also at these scales will be found harmonICs 
of longer, short gravity waves which can be relatively sharp-crested and 
rich In harmOniCs Finally, at these scales also will be found FOUrier 

components assoCiated with the deformed profiles of short, breaking 
waves as well as the parasitic capillary waves on short gravity waves 
With relatively sharp crests 

Not much IS known In detail about the distribution of these structures 
and the way that thiS varies With Wind stress Although our knowledge IS 
sketchy, certain simple properties are reasonably well established First, the 
denSity of mlCroscale breaking waves (wavelengths on the order of 10 cm) 
Increases With Wind stress but the amplitude at breaking decreases With Wind 
stress These profiles are substantially deformed dUring mlcroscale breaking 
and contain harmOniCs at the scales responsible for backscatterlng The time 
scales for generation and decay of wave trains at thiS scale are short, sec
onds or tens of seconds at most Short gravity waves, on the other hand, 
have growth and decay times longer than thiS so that (as IS usual In the 
ocean) If they are accompanied by a dominant longer gravity wave these 
short waves will be substantially modulated In amplitude and also In wave 
number by the dominant wave Short gravity waves are pushed close to 
saturation near dominant wave crests and thiS results In a substantially in
creased denSity of mlCroscale breaking, parasitic capillary waves, and har
mOnlc~ of the short gravity wave themselves On the other hand, In the 
troughs of the dominant wave, the desaturatlon of the short gravity waves 
reduces these These modulations proVide the baSIS of operation for the 
dual-frequency scatterometer radar 

It IS thiS melange of structures that proVides the back-scattered return The 
return IS clearly a function of Wind stress (more properly, u*Ic, where u* 
IS the friction velOCity and c IS a representative phase speed of the structures) 
but observational results stili give a great deal of scatter Enough IS known 
about these structures to be confident that they are also Influenced strongly 
by the slope of the dominant wave present, ak, or Huang's "Significant slope" 
parameter ThiS dependence IS not taken Into account In analYSIS of scat
terometer results In which ItS Influence IS Ignored 

It IS eVident that there IS a conSiderable need for further research In thiS 
area to establish better the characteristICs of these small-scale structures, 
their distribution on the ocean surface, their appearance In response to 
short-wave/long-wave interactions, and so forth Experiments and observa
tions are difficult Conventional probe measurements give very restrICted 
information and are extremely difficult to Interpret because of the Doppler 
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shlftmg produced by the orbital velocities of longer waves Instantaneous 

spatial definition of the water surface, even In a restncted region, IS 

a tncky problem Nevertheless, these problems are worth domg If they 

were easy, they would have been done alreadyl 

Some Significant and feasible applications of the wmd stress data ob

tamed from satellites would mclude 

2.2.1.1 Numerical modeling 

The general circulation, the transient response to atmosphenc forcmg 

near the equator, and the generation of storm surges m coastal waters 

are some of the many Important problems for which the numencal model 
IS a powerful analytical tool Of particular mterest IS the transient response 

near the equator, for which, If the wmd field IS known, the number 

of tunable parameters m a tYPical model becomes qUite small 
Even With a knowledge of the wmd stress, a major uncertamty remams 

m that we lack the data to mltlallze a model ThiS problem can be 

reduced by focusmg on aspects of the ocean Circulation that are more 

directly wmd-forced and where the response time IS relatively short 

One might hope to mltlalize by runnmg a model for a longer penod 

of time With known wmds and venfymg the model against data collected 

dunng the penod corresponding to the end of the model run The equato

nal upper ocean would be preferable to mldlatltudes or the deep ocean, 
both because the response time IS shorter and because aspects of the 

Circulation that are not directly Wind-forced (e g , eddies resultmg from 

mstabilltles, thermohalme effects) appear to be less Significant there 

Even so, at least two years of wmd data would be needed for a model 
run long enough so that the Initial conditions would have little mfluence 

(cf Cane, 1979) Reliable ten-day averages of surface wmd on spatial 

scales of 100 km would give a suffiCient knowledge of the field 
The modeling effort envIsioned here would require a Significant m

crease m model development activity and m computational resources, 

these needs and pOSSible ways to meet them are under diSCUSSion In 

respect to programs of other agencies (ONR, NSF) In addition, data 

taken carefully II! SlUt for venflcatlon would be required The NSF-spon
sored Seasonal Equatonal AtlantiC expenment (SEQUAL) m the tropical 
AtlantiC IS mdlcatlve of the measurement program needed moored cur

rent meters deployed for long periods of time to establish temporal and 
spatial current vanabillty, mverted echo sounders, and other mass field 

measurements to mOnitor vanatlons m dynamiC topography 

2.2.1.2 Sverdrup experiment 

Modelmg of the seasonal and mterannual vanatlons m the ocean Circu

lation IS (at present) a hmdcastmg problem m which all hlstoncal wmd 
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data may be utilized Even In this case, data coverage IS often Inadequate 
to answer zero-order questions For example, two very recent studies 
of the North Equatorial Countercurrent (Meyers, 1979) Include calcula
tions of the Sverdrup transport of thiS current-a linear function of the 
Wind-stress curl-that differ by a factor of two, thiS IS not a surprising 
matter In view of the paucity of Wind stress data and the dependence 
of Wind stress curl estimates on the grid spacing The Sverdrup balance 
was first derived In a study of the North Equatorial Countercurrent In 
1947 It has since become the central concept In theories of the large
scale ocean Circulation, but direct observational eVidence for It remains 
ambiguous Leetmaa, Niller, and Stommel (1977) and Leetmaa and 
Bunker (1978) concluded that the observed North AtlantiC Circulation 
IS consistent With the Sverdrup relation, but uncertainties In estimates 
of both ocean transports and Wind stress are large In particular, calcula
tion of Sverdrup transport requires a knowledge of derivatives of the 
Wind stress In many regions of Interest (e g , the ITCZ, over the Gulf 
Stream), the Wind system exhibits marked variations on scales of 100 
km Hence, Sverdrup transport estimates require measurements of the 
Wind stress at the scatterometer footprint scale of -50 km 

The Sverdrup balance IS a steady state relation while Winds and currents 
vary temporally ThiS raises two obVIOUS questions (I) Does the Sverdrup 
balance hold, say, for all time scales longer than some time scale P 
(II) If time dependence IS added to the Simple linear, InVISCld, quasl-geos
trophiC Sverdrup phYSICS, would agreement Improve? 

Answering these questions reqUires a knowledge of the Wind stress 
on time scales longer than T, It would be of Interest to take Tto be one month 
Further direct observation of ocean transports are reqUired The North 
Equatorial Countercurrent would be a favorable location there IS a strong 
localized Signal there and It IS far enough from the equator to expect that 
quaslgeostrophlc dynamiCs will hold Recent work In the PaCIfIC shows that 
geostrophy gives satisfactory estimates of current speed so standard hydro
graphiC measurements would suffice, although some direct current measure
ments would be deSirable, particularly In the abyssal waters 

2.2.1.3 Mesoscale variability 

The most energetic mesoscale oceanic eddies are found In the VICinity 
of strong currents (Gulf Stream, North Equatorial Current) and probably 
have their source In instabilities Over most of the ocean, the level 
of eddy energy IS lower, two recent studies (Wllhbrand, Philander, and 
Pacanowskl, 1980, Franklgnoul and Muller, 1979) have concluded that 
these eddies could be attributed to direct forCing by the variable Winds 
Their conclUSions require some assumptions about the nature of Wind 
spectra Scatterometer data will go a long way toward replaCing these 
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assumptions with solid data, but some field work will also be necessary 
to extend spectra to finer time and space scales than a scatterometer 
will provide 

It has also recently been suggested (Franklgnoul and Muller, 1979, 
Muller and Franklgnoul, 1981) that a significant part of the eddy field of 
the open ocean away from strong boundary currents IS directly forced by 
fluctuations In the curl of the atmospheric wind-stress This conc;luslon was 
based admittedly on a few observations which show a significant coherence 
between a seasonal modulation of atmospheric and oceanic fields and on 
a theoretICal evaluation of the oceanic response to forcing by a fluctuating 
wind-stress field The theoretical estimate used a model wmd-stress spec
trum whICh extrapolated the observed spectral slope at scales on the order 
of 1 ,000 km down to scales on the order of 1 00 km 

To substantiate these suggestions It IS extremely Important to determme 
accurately the space-time structure of the wind-stress over the ocean 
on eddy scales This would require a spatial resolution of approximately 
10 km and a time resolution of approximately three days The wmd 
measurements should cover two open oceanic regions of size 10° x 
10°, one m the PaCifiC and one m the North Atlantic The regions should 
be chosen to comCide With regions of long-term sustained oceanic mea
surements Such choice would facilitate direct proof of wmd-stress forcmg 
by correlation and response techniques A sUitable region In the North 
PaCifiC IS the site of P Nilier's five-year mooring In time, the measure
ments should cover at least one year (to estimate seasonal variability), 
but should be longer for correlation and response studies 

2.2.1.4 Storm surge and wave modeling 

Storm surge and/or wave forecasts are often desired for relatively small 
regions, speCialized wmd analYSIS schemes will be required to treat high 
temporal and spatial resolution Storm surge and surface wave modelmg 
are, most Importantly, prediction problems (although there IS mcreased 
mterest m hmdcastmg studies as mputs to the design of off-shore struc
tures) These oceanic features on the synoptic time scale are more directly 
and locally related to the wmd than IS the more physically complicated 
large-scale Circulation The wmd field to drive these prediction models 
must be forecast, errors m the wmds are the dommant source of errors 
In the ocean prediction 

ImprOVing surface wind forecasts and hmdcasts (analyses) IS a problem 
In numerical weather prediction (NWP) However, present NWP models 
have a rather poor treatment of the planetary boundary layer and are 
III-equipped either to absorb surface wmd data or to produce a surface 
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Wind field Work will be needed In this area to make effective use 
of scatterometer data 

2.2.1.5 Wind 

Improving surface wind forecasts and/or analyses IS a problem In num
erical weather prediction (NWP) Present NWP models have a rudimen
tary treatment of the boundary layer that causes inaccuracies In boundary 
layer and surface wind analyses and forecasts 

Analyses suffer because of the difficulty In combining surface wind 
observations such as might be Inferred from scatterometer wind stress 
observations with directly observed wind observations made from ships 
at a variety of heights above the surface Present techniques normalize 
all observations to some standard level through a rudimentary boundary 
layer model 

Forecasts suffer because of the poor method of assimilating surface 
wind observations through the full depth of the atmosphere Boundary 
layer winds at some future time are effected by a combination of surface 
and upper level forcing Present techniques for forecasting that upper 
level forcing do not make adequate use of the large number of surface 
observations that might come from operational use of a scatterometer 

2.2.2. Observations of Sea Level (Radar and Lidar Altimetry) 

One satellite-based effort that has been under discussion for some 
time has been a topographical experiment (TOPEX) The radar altimeters 
on the GEOS 3 and Seasat satellites have proven that observations of 
the distance between the sea surface and a satellite can be obtained 
to a useful preCISion, and that a Wide variety of Important oceanographic 
and geophysical information can be derived from such observations 
Accurate knowledge of the satellite orbital quantities and of the earth's 
gravity potential field (the geOid) IS necessary to extract the maximum 
information from the satellite altimeter observations These matters, as 
well as the sCientific problems to be addressed by TOPEX, are diSCUSsed 
In detail In the report Satellite Altlmetrlc Measurements of the Oceans, 
prepared by the TOPEX Working Group, published by the Jet PropulSion 
Laboratory (March 1981) 

Some aspects of satellite altimetry are reviewed briefly here Figure 
1 Illustrates some of the geometry Involved, With, of course, the vertical 
dimenSion greatly exaggerated The Seasat altimeter showed a preciSion 
of about 10 cm In the measurement of the distance between the instan
taneous sea surface and the satellite It IS estimated that thiS precision 
has to be Increased to something like 2 cm to meet the majority of 
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Figure 1 Schematic view of the geometry of the satellite altimeter vis-a-vIs the reference 
elhpsOid (related to the geometric shape of the earth, the geoid (based on the actual 
distribution ofthe earth's gravity field), and the Instantaneous sea surface 

the SCIentifiC goals of TOPEX 
Figure 2 Illustrates the ability of Seasat to discern dearly a major 

current system (the Gulf Stream) and Its short time variability and, 
moreover, to map the more intensive eddy or ring structures Thus, 
a satellite altimeter m a sUitable orbit (see TOPEX report for a full discus
sion) will provide mformatlon on major currents and eddies not now 
easily available 

A geophysical application of great mterest IS shown In Figure 3 The 
sea surface acts as a gravity level, and mirrors the gravity anomalies 
that arise from large features of bottom topography The kmd of relative 
bottom mappmg shown here represents Significant mformatlon for 
geophYSICists studymg the dynamICs and morphology of the ocean floor 

Another feature of the altimeter IS ItS ability to proVide very Important 
and reliable mformatlon on the statistics of ocean waves, m particular 
the Significant wave height, H1I3 ThiS ocean surface variable IS very 
Important for practical purposes, e g , for marine operations, and also 
for the study of the development, propagation, and effects of such ocean 
events as major storm surges 

The radar altimeter could also proVide useful mformatlon on the topog
raphy of the great contmentallce sheets of Greenland and Antarctica, which 
IS difficult to obtam by conventional geodetiC levelmg While It IS true that 
the satellite orbit for such observations would be mconSlstent With the 
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1 Igure 2 Seasat "frozen orb,t" passes over the western North Atlantic The Gulf Stream 
dynamiC trough and ridge are clearly depicted, along with a cold ring that \\as IdentIfied 
positively by ship observations Other structures are seen that may also be rings 

optimal requirements laid down for lOPEX, It perhaps also IS true that 
It would not be cost-effective anyway to try to combine all possible mis

sions for a particular Instrument on one satellite flight program 

For detailed information on lOPEX and ItS applications, the reader 

IS referred to the JPL report Cited above 

lhe pOSSibility of a lidar altimeter has been discussed, In particular 
for studies of Ice The present lasers, however, do not have a long-enough 

lifetime (I e , numbers of pOSSible pulses) to be practicable for space flight 
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hgure 3 A Seasat pass over the eastern North Atlantic, showing the residual sea-level 
anomalies after removal of other signals The surface shows a strong and geophyslCally 
useful correlation with bottom topography 

for continuous observations It IS likely, however, that some short-term 
tests will be carned out on shuttle flights 

2.2.3 Sea-Surface Temperature 

The temperature of the sea surface IS one of the Important phYSical 
factors that determine the exchange of heat energy between the atmosphere 
and ocean, It can be a measure of the heat content of the upper layer, 
It can also be a useful Signal or tracer of dynamical manifestations In 

the upper ocean layer (e g, currents, eddies, fronts, upwelling zones) 
There IS a very large body of historical information, mostly gathered from 
ShiPS, uSing a variety of data collection methods The histOrical data set 
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IS nOISY, oWing to the varrety of methods Involved, and the inability 
to decontaminate much of the data or at least to assign reliable quality 
control flags The data are also, In some regions, biased In that time 
and space sampling IS Inadequate to represent the dynamiCs of the system 

A reliable and coherent sea-surface-temperature data set IS badly needed, 
It should proVide unrform coverage over the oceans and adequate time 
sampling Satellite observations are the only feaSible way to achieve thIs 
The present meteorological satellite system offers, In prinCiple, the promise 
of prOViding high-resolution and good-quality observations, with enough 
auxiliary observations to Identify contaminating Signals and enough infor
mation to make corrections so that the required accuracy can be obtained 
most of the time, or at least so that questionable data can be tagged 

Quantitative sea-surface-temperature measurements are needed for study 
of related ocean features, for determination of heat transports and their 
varrabliitles, and for assessment of the heat content of the ocean layers 
and ItS varrabliity AccuraCies should be at least 1°C, preferably better, 
to characterrze, for example, the Namlas-scale anomalies of the PaCIfic 
Sources of error must be Identified, and the errors characterrzed (e g , 
uncorrelated errors that might be reduced by increasing the number of 
observations or by time and space averaging, or systematic errors that 
might be correlated In some way with the phenomena being studied) 
This requirement may demand different processing methods for different 
applications For example, a climate analysIs can to some extent forgo 
frequent observations, to be sure that It was uncontaminated by cloud, 
and have minimal uncertainty from atmospherrc water vapor 

On the other hand, for a flsherres appircatlon, coverage and gradIent 
information may be paramount, with absolute accuracy of less Importance 

Also, patterns of sea-surface-temperature dlstrrbutlon are very useful 
to Identify and study the time and space varrabliity of many features 
manrfested by temperature gradients Here, high resolution IS useful, and 
should be preserved In the data acqUisition and processing Spatial resolu
tion from polar-orbiting NOAA satellites IS 4-8 km, higher resolution IS 
obtainable, but not storable on the spacecraft, and can only be available 
to direct ground read-out stations Resolution from geostationary spacecraft 
IS about 8 km Interferrng patterns, such as those from patchy atmospherrc 
water vapor and aerosol, must be Identified and removed 

It may well be that the majOr burden of obtaining long-tenn data sets 
of quantitatIVe measurements will be met by the meteorologIcal operational 
system, proVIded that data processing can be Improved well beyond the 
present system, whIch IS constrained by operational consIderatIOn to near-real 
time correction and qualIty control procedures That IS, a speCIal data pro
cessing effort mIght have to be Implemented to extract from the operatIonal 
data stream as much as poSSIble of the useful Infonnatlon and archIVe 
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It In a form most sUited for oceanic and cltmatlc research 
However, there are some oceanographic satellite observing programs 

for which collocated, coreglstered, and time synchronous sea-surface tem
perature observations are necessary The color scanner Instrument IS a good 
example Direct, coreglstered sea-surface-temperature Images are needed 
here for the optimal interpretation of the Images obtained In the various VISI
ble bands Applications of the color scanner are discussed below 

2.2.4 Color Scanner Observations 

The Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) operating on Nimbus 7 IS 
providing a most Intriguing new data set The CZCS Instrument was 
planned primarily for biological investigation, but there IS eVidence from 
the data set now available that the patterns seen In the Images also trace 
dynamiC oceanic features of great Interest 

The Intended purpose IS to depICt, uSing several bands In the vIsible 
(and bands In the red and Infrared for correction purposes), the distribution 
of biological and other scattering agents (chlorophyll, and organic and 
morganlc suspended materials) It has been realized that, In addition, 
Important information IS made available on oceanic structures, sea-surface 
temperatures, and gross aerosol distribution 

2.2.4.1 Biological Applications 

Global and selected regional assessment of liVing marine resources IS 
the ultimate objective of satellite ocean color sensors It IS abundantly 
clear from years of shipboard experience that ocean areas with the most 
biota of Interest are also areas that are dynamically the most complex 
and variable As a consequence, the accurate assessment of liVing marine 
resources can benefit significantly from synoptic data that are Impractical, 
or Virtually Impossible, to obtain from ships alone 

Chlorophyll In the ocean, as an Index of phytoplankton biomass, IS 
a fundamental quantity that can be estimated uSing aircraft and satellite 
remote sensors To date, no ecologically Significant biological quantity 
other than chlorophyll has been shown to be quantitatively estlmatable 
by satellite 

Synoptic estimates of chlorophyll are Important because phytoplankton 
variability In space and time IS a ubiqUitous and Important feature of 
the marine enVIronment [Phytoplankton variability Includes not only the 
denSity of organisms but also the number of species present (species abun
dance) and the dlstnbutlon of indiViduals among these speCies (species 
eqUitabllity), but observations of these factors are hardly accessible to 
shipboard sensing and are inacceSSible to remote sensing I ThiS vanabllity 
Influences both practICal problems aSSOCiated With sampling and estlmatmg 
abundance Within the environment and theoretical conSiderations related 
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to the structure and dynamics of phytoplankton ecology Also, the vanabil

Ity of phytoplankton commUnities IS thought to hold a key to understandmg 

the relative Importance of phYSical and biological factors m structunng 

the marine food web In addition, there IS eVidence that the successful 

modelmg of phytoplankton dynamics, and the predictive Imkage of phyto

plankton production to higher trophic levels, has so far been limited by 

a lack of synoptic data and by limited sampling strategies 

A fundamental problem m marine ecology IS to establish both the spatial 

and the temporal scales m which fundamental phYSical and biological 

processes occur and to sample the environment accordmgly ShiPS, aircraft, 

and satellites provide alternative, and complementary, strategies for sampl

mg the environment For example, If chlorophyll concentration, as an 

mdex of phytoplankton biomass, IS the vanable under mvestlgatlon then 

ShiP, aircraft, and satellite "platforms" offer the opportunity to obtam di

verse, and often mutually exclusive, experimental mformatlon Shipboard 
data provide contmulty With conventional oceanographic research tech

niques, can be relatively accurate, can Include both vertical and hOrizontal 

measurements, but are comparatively limited m both space and time 

Chlorophyll data from aircraft systems provide rapid spatial coverage of 

regional areas, can mclude both vertical and long-track measurements, 
can bE' relatively precise (however, accuracies are the subject of ongomg 

research), but are limited by the logistics of alrcratt, and provide Imear 
(as dlstmct from areal) coverage ~ateilite chlorophyll Imagery can provide 

worldWide coverage of cloud-free areas, can provide repeated routme 

coverage of regional areas (mcludmg tho~e areas that are far from our 

oceanographic research Institutions), but are relatively less accurate Without 

concurrent ship or aircraft data, are limited by cloud coverage, and require 

more (omplex Image and data processing The key pomt IS that the Ilvmg 

marine resources are unlikely to be assessed adequately Without the synop

tiC perspective, the quantitative areal data, and the quasl-contmuous tem

poral coverage provided by remote sensors 

Some early use of the Nimbus 7 color Images has shown very promising 

application to the studies of the tood web and to Iliummatmg the relation

ships between the planktonic distribution and the development of young 

fish For example, off the California coast, such mformatlon has been 
used effectively to study plankton distribution and the dl~trlbutlon of an

chovy spawnmg More detailed studies of these kmds would clearly be 

Important contributions to biologICal oceanography 
Therefore, NASA's objectIves WIth respect to ocean color scanners should 

Include 

• A program concerned WIth global marine ecology Many natIons are 
competmg for various marine resources and as yet there IS no sensIble 
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perspectIve, or even a coherent body of informatIon, with whIch to Judge 

conflIcting Interests and the magnitude and resilIence of the resources 

The "ecologIcal boundanes" of the oceans are global In extent and the 

major regIons of productIVity WIdespread yet relatIvely small In area 

These limIted, yet cntlcally Impot1ant, areas are at least pat1lally accessI

ble to satellite observations and study NOAA has some statutory respon
SIbility here for U S waters, and a coordinated eftot1 by NASA and 

NOAA would have an Impot1ant long-term pay-off 

• Effective data and information transfer from the eXIsting CZCS system 

to Interested researchers and those concerned WIth liVing maflne resource 

management Selective utilIZatIon of the already eXIsting data base can 

be an mvaluable and cost-effectIve method for optimIzing the accuracy 

of the information, resource assessment strategIes, and the charactens

tics of future remote sensing systems 

• Development of an Improved ocean color scanner (and assocIated sys

tem) that wrll allow for additIonal bands proVIding further spectral Informa

bon on the ocean and atmosphere for use In Improved data processmg 

algonthms, mcreased sensor SJgnal-to-nolse ratio for Improved color gra

dient detectIon, accurate sea-surf ace-temperature Images that are 

coregIStered wrth those from the color scanner for obtamlng both tempera
ture and chlorophyll mformatlon wrth a mmlmum of data proceSSIfJg, 
operational capabtllty, both In performance and WIth respect to avaIlability 

of data 

2.2.4.2 Ocean physical applications 

The color scanner Images available now also reveal some very eXCiting 
potential for broader oceanographic applications For atmosphenc SCientiSts 
and operational meteorologiSts, cloud patterns and their time and space 
evolution represent unique Signals of Important atmosphenc phenomena 
The very first application of satellite observations to meteorology was the 
interpretation of cloud Images, qualitative to be sure, but extremely Impor
tant In delineating areas of Important activity and In Identifying what kinds 
of motions are Involved Cloud Imagery stili plays an Important role In de
picting In an eaSily Interpreted way some of the Important dynamiCs of the 
atmosphere, and we use carefully selected clouds as the only way, at the 
moment, of tracing atmosphenc motions (Wind) In some regions 

Multispectral Infrared and color remote sensing techniques are not well 
utilized at present, partly because of the lack of data and the required dlsplay/ 
analYSIS faCilities The few data that are available suggest that combined use 
of such techniques can greatly faCilitate investigation of frontal structure var
Iability on both the fine scale and the mesoscale Figure 4 Illustrates one such 
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technique with vIsible (color) data from an area south of Georges Bank 
The frontal features on the lineal front across the center of the scenes are 
observed to be displaced between successive scenes Such displacements 
In ocean color can be Interpreted as tracers of the hOrizontal flow field near 
the front An unanswered question IS whether the "motlons" observed arise 
from advection, or from propagation of wavelike phenomena along the 
front In either case we observe characteristics on time and space scales 
which are related to the frontal variability These are very difficult to meas
ure In any other way Figure 5 IS a composite of frontal outlines digitiZed 
from the scenes In Figure 4 Displacements In both the front delineating 
the eddy (a warm-core ring) and the front near the 200 m Isobath can be 
noted The eastward displacement of disturbances In the shelf break front 
IS consistent With anticyclOniC Circulation of water about the warm<or~ 
ring King streamers show Similar behaVior The temporal vanablhty seen 
I n the ring frontal locus IS Interpretable as arising from rotation of the two-cil
menslonal hOrizontal modal structure or as an alternating growth and 
decay Other ring observations indicate that rotary motion IS the correct 
interpretation Consequently, uSing the color Imagery, we can diagnose 
ring hOrizontal modal structure and rotation rate 

A second example, from the Somali Current (shown In Figure 6) maps 
the evolution of a multiple separating coastal Circulation mto a smgle gyre 
system The Somali Current IS claSSically deSCribed as a low-latitude 
equator-crossing western boundary current which Joms With a large eddy 
("Great Whirl"), separates from the East African Coast (10" - 12°N), and 
flows mto the western Arabian Sea Figure 6 Illustrates the evolution of as
sOCiated frontal structures for 1976 through 1979 as observed by satellite 
The claSSical deSCrIptIOn IS found to be applicable only 10 the later stages 
of the Indian Monsoon, while a multiple frontal separation IS more often 
found early In the Indian Monsoon Frontal translation rates range from 5 
to 150 cm - lover extents greater than 300 km Such large-scale frontal 
variability cannot be observed from ShiPS, and 10 fact was unknown until 
observed by satellite These two examples Illustrate two very different cases 
where satellite observation can make a Significant mput mto our under
standing of oceanic processes 

Infrared and other emission-based thermal mOnltormg systems View a 
very thin layer on the ocean surface (-1 mm) Color scanners, on the 
other hand, sense to ten~ of meters mto the water column Both methods 
can be used Independently to study frontal variability, however, little 
has been done to study differences to Simultaneous observations made 
With the two methods, work (Mueller and laViolette, 1981) on Grand 
Banks has shown strikingly different frontal patterns In the thermal and 
color scenes It IS suspected that It Will be the subtle differences tn 

structure functions observed to such multispectral measurements that 
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Figu re 4. An area south of Georges Bank, as seen by the Coastal Zone Color Scanner 
on Nimbus 7. Success ive scenes show the displacement of an ocean front, ill ustrating 
how the CZCS information can be used to trace hori zontal flow fi elds. 
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Figure 5. A composite of the frontal positions digitized from the scenes depicted in 
Figure 4. A warm-core ring and the front near the 200 m isobath are seen. (red-3171; 
green-3226; blue-3240; yellow-3309) 
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hgure (ja Time sequence of satelhte-observed frontal locations for northern and southern 
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will lead to advances In fundamental understanding of phytoplankton 
dynamics, conservative properties of ocean color as a tracer, and decou
piing scales for surface temperature fields from local variability Opti
mally, but perhaps not realistically, future satellite systems for these 
kinds of investigations should Include Infrared and active and passive 
microwave observations to realize the full capability of the color scanner 
Instrument 

2.2.4.3 Sea-surface temperature 

The color scanner IS probably not a primary Instrument for sea-surface
temperature observations, but It can contribute some information that 
might be useful In fact, the reverse IS true, as discussed elsewhere 
The provIsion of accurate, coreglstered temperature observations from 
another Instrument on the same satellite would assist materially In the 
interpretation of the biological vanabillty as seen by the scanner 

2.2.4.4 Aerosols 

ASide from obVIOUS cloud effects, the corrections made to the green
band Image arISe largely from aerosol scattering and to a smaller extent 
to water vapor The band In the far red (about 900 nanometers) offers 
an indirect clue as to scattering by atmospheric components, In a very 
clear atmosphere thiS Image should be black, since the water surface 
IS black at these frequenCies The blue-band Image IS a direct indication 
of aerosol scattering Experimental data processing has shown that useful 
"Images" of aerosol can be obtained, which pOSSibly allow a good esti
mate of aerosol loading As mentioned later, one person's "noise" IS 
another person's "signal" 

2.2.5 Images from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

The NOSS SCience Working Group has not discussed these applications 
In detail since SAR was not Included In the NOSS configuration, but 
there are detailed diSCUSSions elsewhere (e g , Beal, DeLeonebros, and 
Katz, 1981) However, a few pOints are In order here In view of the 
broad nature of thiS document SAR Imagery from Seasat demonstrated 
that the Images can proVide Important information on many oceanic 
features Internal waves, for example, are well depicted These features 
are useful to map, as they give clues on dynamiC and mixing processes 
Within the body of the ocean not otherwise easily discernible In addition, 
neglect of the presence of Internal waves, for example, could cause 
problems of interpretation of some observational fields oWing to poSSible 
contamination of the deSired Signal by the superposed effects of the 
waves AnalYSIS of extensive subsurface buoy drifter motion fields or 
of acoustic sounding of the upper layer, for example, may be usefully 
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supplemented by knowledge of the Internal wave structures present 
In addition, SAR observations give information on the surface wave spec
trum, which could provide valuable ancillary information to aid In inter
pretation of such observations of such variables as Wind and sea-surface 
temperature 

High-resolution SAR observations can be applied to studies of surface 
current and denSity structure which would be Inferred from,observatlOns 
of shear instability and Internal wave packet spacing Ocean current 
systems of Interest are Widespread, some possible applications are the 
East Greenland Current, AntarctIC Circumpolar Current, KuroshiO Cur
rent, Falkland Current, the ArctiC Ocean In general, and the Llgurean 
Sea at s9fl1e times of the year Resolution greater than 1 km IS required, 
and the Images need to be archived In a form In which they would 
be readily accessible 

SAR Images are well correlated with bottom topography down to water 
depths of 30 to 40 m, which provides a useful means to chart remote 
areas and to monitor changes 

If SAR Instruments are flown for such purposes as Ice monitoring and 
research, or for land surface observations, oceanic advantage of thiS 
valuable information would also be realized 

2.2.6 Data Collection and Location Systems (DCLS) 

As already indicated, direct measurements will remain a central part 
of oceanography Of particular Importance for large-scale phYSical studies 
Will be the heat storage In the upper few hundred meters and velOCity 
measurements from both surface and subsurface floats As mentioned 
earlier, extensive observations of sea-surface temperature and Wind stress 
will also be needed m connection With remotely sensed systems Obser
vations are also required of alr-sea-temperature differences and the 
humidity In the lowest layer to estimate the fluxes of senSible and latent 
heat through the surface 

A DCLS (Argos) was Implemented on the NOAA operational satellites 
for the Global Weather Experiment, 1979, In cooperation With French 
colleagues who supplied the hardware and undertook the data process
Ing ThiS Jomt arrangement IS expected to continue through at least 
the mld-1980s It must be remembered that the Argos system was de
signed primarily to track constant-level balloons accurately for the Global 
Weather Experiment, 1979, ItS applicability to other moving platforms 
was a most useful bonus, but the Argos system has some limitations 
With respect to other platforms that make It deSirable to conSider what 
Improvements might Increase Its support to ocean sCiences direct and 
remote sensing programs For example, the DCLS for ocean sCiences 
must be able to view a larger number of platforms than Argos does, 
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up to several hundred platforms simultaneously, or else some regional 
projects being considered will not be able to use suffiCient numbers 
of obserVing sites The data rate should be Increased, but not at the 
pnce of more power, so that considerable stored data can be relayed 
over one pass Finally, It would be most useful for extensive oceanog
raphiC observations If the DCLS deSign could permit a relatively simple 
and inexpenSive electroniC package on the platform, to reduce the Unit 
cost and thus encourage use of larger numbers of obserVing platforms 

The additional advantage of uSing a dedicated DCLS for ocean research 
projects IS that the DCLS could then be on the same satellite as the 
remote sensing obserVing systems, and the direct observations would 
be related In space and time as closely as pOSSible to the observations 
taken In the satellite field of view Seasat and Nimbus 7 expenences 
have shown that such a close relationship would greatly Simplify the 
data processing as well as reduce the natural discrepancies (arISing 
through high-frequency vanabillty) between the control/validation obser
vations and the satellite observations 

Underwater telemetry can usually be accomplished by relatively low
power acoustic transmiSSion, but long ranges Impose severe constraints 
on battenes, weight, and overall system lifetime Staging to satellites 
through a surface intermediary at a known location IS an attractive alterna
tive to present techniques, but only proVided that a reliable and available 
satellite link IS assured for the foreseeable future, With appropriate pros
pects for development In certain directions to be discussed later 

A somewhat different concept IS the pop-up float, which nses to the 
surface for location by a satellite after a preset time at depth, and either 
cycle~ again or IS discarded ThiS would be an attractive method of 
studYing the longer-tlme-averaged currents The Unit cost of the float 
transmitter to the satellite should be low enough that large numbers 
of floats can be used 

2.3 Some SpeCifiC Problems to Be Addressed 
through Satellite Techmques 

DeScribed below IS a vanety of problems that satellite-based techniques 
can support, including the use of satellites as commUnication channels 
for the relay of data from remote fixed or dnftlng observational platforms 
(e g , via the DCLS) 

2.3.1 Subduction Along the Gulf Stream North Wall 

As the Gulf Stream moves eastward away from Cape Hatteras, It ap
pears to produce interaction With shelf waters to the north of ItS dynamiC 
edge These waters appear to be drawn eastward, under the Gulf Stream 
as It ndes over them Thermal Infrared and, pOSSibly, VISible Imagery 
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would be useful to gain a better synoptic understanding of such processes 
and to correlate with direct data Simultaneous definition of the dynamic 

edge of the Gulf Stream uSing radar altimeter data could provide an 

Important clue to the physIcs Involved Finally, wind stress and some 
understanding of how It contributes to the process would be an Important 
Input required to complete the picture 

2.3.2 Mesoscale Eddy Research 

Gulf Stream rings and meanders are the strongest known mesoscale 
eddy signals Their Influence upon the rest of the ocean IS possibly 

qUite large Other mesoscale activity may be Induced by wave propaga
tion effects Transports of salt, heat, and vorticity may be affected The 
phYSical, chemical, and biological contrasts across a ring or meander 
are substantial and offer very favorable conditions for remote sensing 

These features seem to be Ideal sites for remote sensing of various quan
tities surface temperature, elevation, chlorophyll content, and winds 

Significant SCIentifiC use of satellite data should go hand In hand With 
fundamental research Into the dynamiCs of the mixed layer We need 
to Improve understanding of how the surface reflects the properties of 
the mixed layer and how the interaction of the mixed layer and the 
deeper flows shapes the evolution of these properties Models have been 
used to examine interactions between the mixed layer and eddies, but 

further development IS needed With more realistiC models Clearly we 
need to understand the role of advection In the interaction, the processes 
which occur when a deep front Intersects the surface layer, and the 
feedback from the surface layer to the deep water These theoretical 
problems need advancement along With Instrument development 

2.3.3 Western AtlantiC Shelf-Slope Oceanography, 
and Relations to the Gulf Stream Warm-Core Rmgs 

Since 1974, thermal Infrared data from the National Oceanic and 
AtmospheriC Administration (NOAA) environmental satellites have been 
a principal baSIS for research In the AtlantiC EnVironmental Group, Na
tional Marine Fisheries SerVice, on variation In phYSical environmental 
conditions In the waters of the continental shelf and slope fishing grounds 
off the northeast coast of the United States Frontal analYSIS charts derived 
from Infrared Imagery, as well as the Imagery Itself, have been used 
for year-round analyses of the movements and perturbations of water 

mass boundaries Such analyses have been published each year, deSCrib
Ing the movements of the shelf-slope water front and the formations, 

movement, and ultimate destruction of Gulf Stream warm-core rings, 
which occur In the deep water between the stream and the continental 
slope Variation In the position of the shelf-slope water front has been 
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marked, espeCIally In the spring of 1978, when the limit of shelf water 
was twice as far offshore as had been recorded before or has been 
since Rapid advection of shelf water Into the region off Nova Scotia 
was the eVident cause of the phenomena 

Integration of water column data from ships of opportunity With the 
remote sensing data has proVided information on the Influence of the 
rings on water mass exchange across the shelf-slope front Offshore entrain
ment of shelf water Into the warmer, more saline slope water has been 
characteristically VISible at the sea surface In satellite Imagery, whereas 

intrusions of slope water and ring water onto the shelf have been largely 
restricted to the subsurface Furthermore, each of these exchange processes 
IS sometimes amplified by interaction between rings and Gulf Stream 
meanders In oceanographic terms, the warm-core rings are a mechanism 
which transfers Gulf Stream water and energy shoreward Into the proximity 
of the continental slope and outer shelf Exchanges of water across the 
shelf-slope front are, In part, a function ofthls transfer 

Research IS now In progress on changes In the position and flow 
pattern of the Gulf Stream and on cross correlation of the movements 
of the different fronts Several conSiderations bear on plans for continua
tion and expansion of biological oceanographic research With remote 
sensl ng data 

• In recent years, satellites have proVided the first source of fairly regular 
synoptic data on what may be called the "oceanic Influence" on 
hydrodynamiCs In the shelf and slope regions Routine data have 
been available for many years on other forcing functions such as 
surface Wind stress, air temperature, coastal runoff, and long-term 
periodiCities In the strength of tidal currents 

• Because of the short period of the satellite data base, the Significance 
of annual and seasonal differences In the "oceanic Influence," deter
mined from these data, cannot be satisfactorily evaluated yet Other 
data bases, such as hydrological data, are also very short of meeting 
requirements 

• Despite the demonstrated annual and seasonal differences In the pre
valence of warm-core rings, the Importance of their effect on cross
frontal exchange will not be known until completion of ship-board 
investigations of volume transports Such investigations will be in
Itiated In the fall of 1981 by oceanographers from several institutions 
(With NSF funding) 

• New technology In satellite remote senSing may Improve the quality 
of the ongoing research The color scanner, for example, reveals 
spatial and temporal patterns even when surface thermal contrasts 
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are lacking Also, radar altimeters and other mluowave instrumenta

tion on satellites permit "all-weather" detection ot water mas~ bound
aries at the surface 

• New satellite technology can also permit new lines of fl<;hery oceano

graphic research For example, the color scanner data, If available 

routinely, will reveal the spatial and temporal patterns of primary 

biological productivity on the outer continental <;helf, and indicate 

the Importance of nutrient enrichment re~ultlng from upwelling ot 

deep slope water 

• The region off the northea<,t coa~t I~ one of the most favorable In 

the world ocean for satellite oceanography becau~e of the energetic 

circulation and consequent strong dltferences In propertle~ between 
water masses For thl~ rea<,on, water ma~s boundarle~ tend to be 

vIsible from satellites even when atmo"pherlc tran<;parency I~ reduced 

2.3 4 World Ocean Exploration with Drifters (WOED) 

The practicability ot large-scale deplovment and the <;uentlflc utility 

of drifting buoys was demonstrated In the Global Weather Experiment 

(GWE), 1979 The buoy program for the GWE wa~ Invented and Im

plemented for meteorological purpose~ The data tleld~, however, as 
shown In 1, 19ure 7, are al'>o u'>eful per \L to deflnP ,>ome of thp ou'anlc 
Circulation The success of the program ha~ <;tlmulated new technical 

efforts to develop drlfter~ of several types mto Itbtrument~ of broader 

oceanographic use-better sensors, reliable therml"ter chainS to obtain 
temperature profiles, subsurface flotation With tracking and data relay 

via the sound channel, or via a pop-up technique and ~ateilite data 

relay, etc 

An eXCiting research prospect, fea~lble In the <,econd halt ot the 1980<" 

IS exploration of ocean urculatlon on a global ba~" uSing drltter<; both 

as tracers of hOrizontal advection and a<, platform<, trom which <,calar 

properties are mea~ured The objec.tlve of thl> exploration would be 
development of worldWide map~ of ~tatl~tllal Indlcator~ ot the general 
Circulation, such as mean tlow, eddy energy, and Reynolds stres~, and 
of lateral mixing as indicated by drifter dl~perslon Eventually, It will 

be necessary to map variability In varlou<, frequency bands at various 

depths on a global basl~ Nearly continuous satellite pmltlonlng and 

data telemetry permit intensive measurement of the upper ocean on 

a global baSIS at a reasonable level of etfort Present methods of com

mUllicatlng With drifters at depth are more costly than IS ultimately de~lra
ble ThiS will probably limit the use of very trequentlv positioned subsur

face drifters to regional studies III the near future However, for descrlbl ng 
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hgure;' Composite of dnftlng buoy tracks dunng the Global Weather Expernnent, 
1979 Some 300 buoys were deployed In 1978 and 1979 to maintain a network of 
stations In the Southern Ocean for obselVlng surface pressure and temperature In addi
tion, the dnft patterns provide valuable insight Into oceamc Circulation characteristics 

the mean general Circulation, mcludmg lateral eddy dispersion, the use 
of satellite-positioned pop-up drifters may permit global coverage at a 
reasonable level of effort 

The efficiency of pop-up drifters arises from low Unit cost and the 
fact that the Initial and fmal drifter positions for a deployment of months 
Yield an mtegral of velOCity more representative of the mean general 
Circulation than mdlvldual velOCity measurements are For example, ac
curate determmatlon of the mean veloCity reqUires removmg samplmg 
errors assoCiated With eddies and thiS requires knowledge of the average 
of observed velOCity over long times The measurement error IS roughly 
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proportional to record length to the mmus one-half power and, for Mld
Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE) eddy scales, about five years of 
data are required to achieve an oceanographically Significant accuracy 
of 3 mm/s Smce system accuracy IS dependent mamly on the total 
measurement time, It IS clearly effICient to take advantage of the natural 
integration assoCiated With pop-up drifters Similar criteria apply for 
measurmg lateral dispersion (or eddy dlffuSIVlty, m cases where the notion 
applies), and end-pomt drifters are agam effiCient tools 

Essential to the pop-up drifter concept IS availability of mexpenslve 
floats which, m turn, depends on availability of satellite trackmg which 
permits inexpensive equipment In the drifter At the same time, accuracy 
requirements are an order of magnitude less stringent than that available 
from the Argos system Cost IS a critical factor because large numbers of 
floats will be required to map several levels of the global ocean For exam
ple, uSing the MODE-derived estimates of dispersion, two-year deploy
ments produce statistical characterIStics of regions approximately 200 km 
on a side, and three floats m each region are reqUired to establish the mean 
velocity to Within 3 mm/s If It IS assumed that regions reqUlrmg greater 
resolution and accuracy are bala'nced by regions where lower resolution 
and/or accuracy will suffICe, It seems that 103 floats might produce a qUite 
useful global map at one depth and something like 104 might be used over 
a decade In mapping out various levels, exploring year-to-year variability, 
and fill mg m holes found I n the deployment array 

Assummg that buoy development will proceed as planned (a substantial 
project IS now under way that IS supported by NASA and NOAA and 
that mvolves collaboration by a group of researchers as well as sensor 
and buoy engmeers) and assuming that a sUitable DCLS IS available, 
a substantial program would be feasible to produce worldWide maps 
of statistiCS of ocean circulation for four frequency bands band (I), one 
cycle per two to 40 days, which IS a spectral band contammg the results 
of direct atmospheric forcing, band (II), one cycle per 40-150 days, 
the temporal mesoscale, band (III), one cycle per 150 days to the length 
of a feasible program, say three to five years, which contains the secular 
climatiC variability scale, and band (IV), the long-term mean, representa
tive of the general circulation All buoys would Include sensors for tem
perature and pressure, and surface drifters would profile down to 100-200 
m Drifters would be distributed at the surface, In the thermoclme, and 
at an abyssal level, say 3,000-4,000 m Satellite DCLS or acoustic relay, 
or a combmatlon, would be used 

• Superdnfter If a drifter, equipped With a 100-200 m thermlster cham, 
could also be eqUIPped With a Doppler loggmg device to obtam 
current profiles down to 100-200 m, then substantial Improvement 
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could be made on observations necessary to develop further models 
of ocean response to the atmosphere and to validate their perform
ance AssoCIated field programs could be envIsioned also The super
drifter would provide valuable information In frequency band (I), 
and there may also be some linkage In the air-sea interaction aspects 
In bands (II) and (III) 

• Pop-up dnfters Pop-up drifters would be cruCIal where advection 
IS slow and at depths and locations where acoustic tracking IS not 
practical The drifters must be inexpenSive and reliable, the assoCIated 
satellite DCLS must have a Wide frequency acceptance band, since 
there will be a slgnflcant temperature change as the pop-ups surface, 
and It would not be practical to Include a highly regulated or stable 
oscillator on them 

The WOED effort should probably be bUilt up through regIonal studIes, 
and close coordinatIon should be Included WIth altImeter flights (TOPEX) 
and WIth scatterometer observatIons It mIght also be useful, In light of 
the d,scuss,on earlIer, to try to coordinate extensIVe dnfter expenments 
WIth the operatIOn of a color scanner, since the scanner Images may also 
contain valuable informatIon on movement of surface structures 

2.3.5 Remote Sensing of the Heat Budget of the Ocean 

ThiS diSCUSSion IS closely related to several other sections, particularly 
the follOWing one 

Ocean Circulation IS strongly affected by atmospheriC Winds and the 
spatially varying net radiant heating and senSible and latent coolmg of 
the ocean surface, while the ocean Influences atmospheriC Circulation 
through the transfer of heat and mOIsture to the lower layers of the 
atmosphere Because the ocean flow and ocean diffUSion transport heat 
from one place to another, the thermal energy whICh the ocean might 
absorb m one place might be given back to the atmosphere at a very 
different place and at a different time The ocean's capacity to store 
thermal energy for long periods and move It around over large areas 
can result In slow changes of atmospheriC Circulation patterns or m 
climate changes The determination of the oceantC heat budget and 
the dynamical processes which change It IS paramount to understandmg 
and modeling climate changes over large areas of the globe 

Remote ocean sensing can play an Important part m measuring the 
al r-sea exchange process over large areas of the open ocean For example, 
climatologists have shown that slowly varying ocean surface temperature 
patterns, and the Implied heat exchange patterns, m the equatOrial and 
southern PaCifiC are directly related to wmter climate patterns over North 
America But thiS ocean area IS not crossed by ships on a regular baSIS 
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and to study the role of the ocean In this "southern oscillation," remote 
sensing IS Imperative In the next decade, oceanographers plan to meas
ure the equatorial and southern PaCifiC Ocean heat absorption, Its vertical 

mixing through the upper layer, ItS advection, and Its transfer back to 
the atmosphere First, we diSCUSS what measurements are needed and 
then we show why and how we need the data acquired through satellites 

Near the ocean ~urface, the PacifiC equatorial and subtropical southern 
PaCifiC circulations compose a Single, large, antlclockwlse cell It consists 
of a broad, slow (10 cm/s) flow to the east between 20°5 and 30°5, 

It turns increasingly north, east of 110oW, and flows westward dS a 

powerful surface current (50 cm/s) along the entire equatorial belt from 
the Galapagos Islands to Mindanao At a hundred meters below the 
surface and a few hundred kilometers on either Side of the equator, 
colder water from the undercurrent IS thought to well up Into the surface 
layers (about 1 or 2 m/day) and It IS thought to be Sinking (about 1 

or 2 cm/day) over the remainder of thiS gyre ThiS pattern I~ maintained 
by atmospheriC forCing, but because It lies under the slowly oscillating 
southern hemispheriC atmosphere, slow changes should also occur In 

the ocean Slow changes are known to eXist In the sea-~urface tempera

ture These show that beginning In the summer the ocean appears to 
transport large pools of warm water In the powerful surface flow tram 
the west coast of South America to the central equatorial PaCifiC There, 
two seasons later In winter, the anomalously warm water gives Its excess 
heat back to the atmosphere and produces Significant changes of the 
North American winter climate 

How and where IS thiS warm water pool formed at depth? Is It destroyed 
by cold equatonal upwelling and subsequent verllcal mixing or does the 
atmosphere destroy It by latent cooling? What IS the transporl rate of 
heat to the norlh, across the norlhern edge of thiS clfculatlOn cell? Does 
the entlfe South PaCifiC clfculatlon cell OSCillate In response to the southern 
atmosphenc OSCillation, IS thiS OSCillation intensified at the equator or IS 
the change In the surface clfculatlOn pattern produced entlfely by trapped 
equatoflal phenomena? To answer these questions, accurate observatJons 
are needed of the heat exchange rate between the ocean and atmosphere, 
the clfculatlon rate of water and the verllcal (and honzontal) mixing rate 
In the upper ocean 

One observational program, planned to occur from 1983 to 1990, 
IS to measure directly the largest elements of the momentum and heat 
budget In the central eastern equatorial ocean, where the anomalous 
heating of the atmosphere occurs by the latent cooling of the ocean 

The Circulation can be measured With arrays of Internally recording cur
rent meters and surface and subsurface drifters which report their position 
via satellite Important here IS the development of ineXpenSive, new 
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pop-up floats by which the equatorial convergence of water and upwell
Ing can be measured Their position upon release and resurfacing will 
be determined by satellite Drifters which are accurately calibrated to 
follow water parcels at various levels and which report positions continu
ously should also be developed In this experiment, the stress IS on 
accurate measurements of horizontal velocity because the budgets of 
mass, momentum, and vorticity can then be estimated accurately Plans 
are to maintain 50-200 velOCity drifters for five years at the equatorial 
zone, ± 5°N, 90oW-1BOoW Current-meter arrays will be less extensive, 
but have a similar deployment schedule 

The study of the heat budget requires measurements of water veloCity, 
the subsurtace temperature profile, and the air-sea heat exchange rate 
First, thiS can be done In small areas with current-meter arrays Second, 
arrays of floating or moored thermistor string buoys and ships of opportu
nity, and expendable bathythermograph (XBT) sections can be used to 
measure the heat content change over a larger volume SuffiCient accu
racy eXists In present Instruments Again, the thermistor buoy data will 
be relayed by satellite For thiS purpose, each buoy will have ten to 
12 thermistors and three to four pressure gauges, 30-50 buoys will be 
maintained over a seven-year period New developments for the thermiS
tor buoys are needed for air temperature sensors, humidity sensors, and 
Wind speed sensors so that the latent heat release from the ocean can 
be computed Meteorological data from merchant ships will complement 
the air-sea buoy data 

ASide from the data transfer faCility In thiS experiment, the Important 
role of the satellite IS In the measurement of the large-spatlal-scale surface 
Wind .,tress, the ocean surface radiation budget (short-wave inCident 
minus the long-wave back radiation, i20 W/m 2

), cloud cover, and bright
ness New developments, or algorithms, are needed for a more accurate 
determination of the equatorial relative sea-surface temperature (iO 5°C 
relatIve accuracy) and mOisture content of the low-level atmosphere 
The satellite sea-surface-temperature pattern will be used to fill In the 
field between the buoy and ship measurements If rainfall rate can also 
be measured remotely, It will be useful, for It IS an Important flux In 

the upper ocean denSity budget 
In summary, satellIte systems are needed for mexpenslve and volummous 

data transmIssIon and for surface locatIon, surface radIation budget, Wind 
stress, relatIve sea-surface temperature, and atmosphenc cloud and mOIS
ture content WIthout these faclldles and sensors, accurate observations 
of the equatonal upper ocean heat and momentum budgets cannot be 
made WIth these observatIons, however, oceanographers can deSign and 
carry out a new generatIon of accurate large-scale expenments 

Because ocean Circulation IS continuous, equatorial ocean phenomena 
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are not Isolated from the larger-scale South Pacific Influence The South 

Pacific subtropical circulation, though Important to the world climate, 

IS not understood because It IS In a very remote area In the next decade, 

phYSical oceanographers plan to begin more Intense, direct deSCriptive 

study of the South PaCIfiC circulation 

Here, data from eXisting satellite systems and new satellite systems 
to be flown In the future can really lead the way Vel}' baSIC information 
IS needed What are the space and time scales of the sea-surface-tempera
ture pattems In the South PacIfic? What are the space and time scales 
of the atmospheflc wind field as determined from cloud motIOns, and how 
are these related to the surface wind? If an accurate altimeter expeflment 
IS flown, the pan-Pacific time fluctuations of sea level can be measured 
(-2 cm relatIVe accuracy would be suffiCient) over areas where no Island 
stations eXist The radiation budget of the ocean surface can be estimated, 
which will allow oceanographers to deSign a corresponding program to 
measure the subsurface storage and to estimate latent and senSible heat 
flux Simple, descflptlve, remote oceanography from space Will have the 
largest Impact on sCience In areas where oceanographers have not gone 
With ShiPS, the subtropical South Pacific IS an Important area for such 
investigation 

2.3.6 Heat Budget Studies of the Ocean-Atmosphere Interface 

As outlined above, the oceanic heat budget IS a very Important quantity, 

and IS related to the ocean-atmosphere Interface A key element In the 

study of the interactions between the oceans and the atmosphere IS 
the heat budget at the Interface Not only does It proVide a quantitative 

estimation of the heat exchanged between the oceans and the atmos

phere, but It also IS an Important component of the upper ocean heat 

budget 
For quantitative climate studies, such as modeling of the climate system 

or sensitivity studies, the heat budget at the Interface needs to be known 
With a 10-15 W/m2 accuracy on space scales of several hundreds to 
thousands of kilometers, and time scales of a few weeks or longer 

However, useful qualitative information can be obtained from less accu
rate estimates presented In the form of indices, for Instance A large 

part of our present knowledge IS, In fact, based on thiS type of information 

The heat budget at the ocean-atmosphere Interface IS determined by 

the net radiative budget and the heat fluxes (latent and senSible) In 

the tropical regions two dominant terms are the incoming solar radiation 

(insolation) and the latent heat flux The insolation can be derived from 

satellite measurements-measurements from a microwave radiometer and 
scatterometer can be Interpreted In terms of quantities which are elements 

of the heat fluxes (I e , the water-vapor content In the lower layer, and 
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surface wind) The addition of ancillary information from other satellites 
or direct observations would allow Improvement and closure of the 
budget The combination of data from vanous sources and the redefinition 
of the microwave measurements In terms of heat budget parameters 

would be facilitated by the availability of extensive processing and data 
merging capability 

2.3 6.1 Present status 

New approaches are presently being formulated for estimating the 
heat budget at the Interface by combining integrating eXisting data both 

from satellite and from Instruments In SItu A review of their status and 
potential IS outlined, starting With the two main components, Ie, net 
radiative budget and heat fluxes, and then looking more speCifically 
at major components entering Into the determination of the heat fluxes 

2.3.6.1.1 Net radiative budget 

The net radiative budget IS an Important term In the heat budget, 
particularly In the troPICS, where most of the heat acqUired by the ocean 
comes trom the absorption of solar radiation by the surface layers The 
variability of the incoming solar radiation (insolation), mostly resulting 
from cloud vanabillty, can be adequately monitored from satellites 

• Insolatton shortwave budget Daily estimates from geostationary satel
lite data for limited areas are close to 15 W/m2 accuracy over very 
small scales (10-20 km) Estimation for larger areas would undoub
tedly reach that accuracy, and the Implementation of the appropriate 
methodology for large-scale problems IS presently being tested Long 
senes of calibrated geostationary satellite data, however, are not avail
ablp, and therefore alternative approaches uSing data from polar-orbit

Ing satellites must be deVised In order to obtain at least a climatologi
cal Index for past insolation 

• Longwave budget No methodology IS available from satellites yet 
Present knowledge relies on parameterization as a function of Visually 
estimated cloud cover and sea-surface temperature In the tropIcs 
It IS a small term (results from the GARP AtlantiC Tropical Experiment, 
1974), ItS magnitude could be derived from Simple parameterization 
of cloud effects on calculated upwelling longwave radiation At higher 
latitudes It IS more Important, but the prospects are dimmer since 
It depends on cloud base temperature, a quantity which IS diffICult 
to estimate from satellites 

2.3.6.1.2 Heat flux (latent and senSible) 

A complete deScription of the heat budget reqUires quantitative estl-
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mates of the latent and sensible heat fluxes Although the quantities 
needed for these estimates (air-sea temperature difference and boundary 
layer humidities) cannot be measured directly, they may perhaps be 
rnferred from microwave radiometer and scatterometer measurements, 
If these data are rnterpreted and processed approprrately Three ap
proaches presently seem promlsrng for quantitative evaluation of the 
total flux 

• Determrnrng heat flux and evaporation rnformatlon from combrned 
satellite data, ship reports, and weather buoys usrng bulk aerodynamic 
formulas More work IS required rn order to dlscrrmrnate between 
parameterrzatlons and also rn order to optimize the combrnatlon pro
cedure 

• Inferrrng evaporation, as a reSidual, from the total water budget (esti
mated from microwave radiometer measurements) and the wrnd field 

• Determrnrng fluxes usrng atmospherrc boundary layer slmilarrty for
mulas developed for vertically rntegrated temperature and humidity 
profiles (which can be derrved from other satellite measurements) 

The latent heat flux should be studied first srnce It IS the larger of 
the two, particularly rn the tropical regions 

Qualltatrve rnformatlon on flux can also be obtarned by mOnltorrng 
changes rn cloud patterns by measurrng the length of clear fetch, the 
space between cloud streets, or the size of convective cells Strong heat 
flux event records could also be compiled usrng satellite VISible and 
rnfrared Images 

Two major components are part of the data base reqUired for heat 
budget studies at the ocean-atmosphere rnterface the sea-surface temper
ature and the surface wrnd field Both enter rn all the heat flux determrna
tlons and, rn addition, they are crUCial to any evaluation of the flux 
estimation from satellites 

Small sea-surface-temperature changes rn the tropical regions seem 
to be aSSOCiated With the rntenslty of some seasonal or rnterannual atmos
pheric phenomena, through ocean-atmosphere rnteractlon processes (In
dian Monsoon, contmental USA weather, etc) The mOnltorrng of 
these changes IS difficult from scarce measurements by ships of opportu
nity, satellites offer better coverage but the accuracy of the sea-surface 
temperature routrnely produced by the National Earth Satellite Service 
(NESS) has not been adequate for such small changes to be estimated 
correctly New methodologies offer some Improvements For example, 
multichannel mfrared wmdow measurements by the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and VISible and Infrared Sprn-Scan 
Radiometer Atmospherrc Sounder (VAS), multIChannel microwave mea-
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surements With the Scannmg Multichannel Microwave Radiometer 
(SMMR), and the fast repetition rate provided by VAS on a geostationary 
satellite provide substantially Improved accuraCies for limited cases Com
parISon studies Just completed show significant Improvement m tempera
ture estimates In addition, It IS Important to contmue research on combm
mg mtrared and microwave sea-surface-temperature products to Improve 
coverage and accuracy 

Surface wmds over the vast expanse of tropical oceans between sub
tropical ridges are poorly observed as a result of the scarcity of ships 
(these area~ are away from merchant ship routes) and Island observations 
The observations are msufflclent not only tor daily analyses but also 
for monthly means 

Current global operational analYSIS schemes which use satellite-ob
served cloud-drift wmds to mfer surface wmds through parameterization 
of the boundary layer are unsuccessful, because wmd fiuctuatlon<; bet
ween the surface and the low-cloud level (1,000 m) are random and 
uncorrelated at high frequenCle~ (daily time ~cJle) However, at longer 
time scales, say ten days, the correlation become<; acceptable 

Data from a high-resolution mluowave system and scatterometer offer 

the best hope for filling thiS data VOid Ho\\Pver, as With any new type 
ot data, there would also have to be a de(i ated program devoted to 
evaluation of the observations The evaluation ~houlrl be done for variable 
time scales, smce the bulk of wmds for compallson are observed at 
the 19 m level and there IS no a"urance of a defmable relatIOnship 
at high trequencles between the wmd~ at 19 m and at the ocean-atmos
phere mterface 

Methods have bef'n developed to use satellite cloud-drltt wmds to 
deduce wmds at the surface Prelimmary tests show proml,mg results 
m derlvmg monthly mean surface wmd~ u~mg mean climatological wmd 
shear Scatterometer wmds from Seasat have raised conSiderable en
thUSiasm despite the directional ambigUity problem Future scatterometers 
should be deSigned to remove thiS ambigUity, but additional evaluation 
will be required for fmalmcluslon of the wmds mto flux estimatIOns 

2.3.6.1.3 Additional elements 

Watpr-vapor and ram-rate estimations also enter mto the determmatlon 
of the latent heat flux through latent heat storage m the atmosphere 
and conversion of latent heat to senSible heat m the atmosphere Smce 
they are used m residual approaches, their accuracy mfluences the error 
m the determmatlon of the residuals High-resolution microwave mea
surements should provide these two estimates relatively reliably A hlgh
quality ram-rate algOrithm should also be developed 
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2.3.6.2 Ancillary measurements 

Additional information IS necessary for three main purposes 

• To close the heat budget In the case of the radiation measurements, 

• To validate algOrithms developed for Improved accuracy, 

• To combine with measurements from oceanographic satellites In the 
determination of the heat fluxes 

These data would mostly consist of 

• Data from operational satellites (GOES, TIROS, and NOAA Series) 
or research satellites (ERBE, Nimbus), 

• Buoys and ship data relayed by a DCLS (Argos or equivalent) sea-sur
face temperature, air and dew pOint temperature, surface Wind, and 
possibly some radiation information (from ship only), 

• Operational products such as Winds derived from cloud-drift measure
ments 

2.3.7 Ice Studies 

Ice IS not only an Important constituent of the polar seas, per se, 
but the extensive polar Ice formation also has high relevance to studies 
of climatiC variability, as well as to practical matters such as navigation 
arid offshore operations Under the sponsorship of NASA, a group of 
Ice experts produced a comprehensive report, ICEX Ice and Climate 
Expertment (December 1979, NASA), which discusses In elegant detail 
the many challenges of Ice studies and the relationships to climatiC 
and oceanic processes Among the subjects discussed are navigation 
In the northern oceans, the generation of cold bottom water, interactions 
between the oceans and Ice sheets, the pOSSible instability of the West 
Antarctic Ice Sheet, and the control of the heat budget of the Ice-covered 
oceans A knowledge of ICe concentrations, extent, and character (first 
year, multiyear) IS critical to many fundamental ocean studies 

Ice IS readily observable through cloud cover uSing passive or active 
microwave systems A conSiderable amount of information has been 
gained from microwave Instruments on research and operational polar-or
biting satellites, and the SAR flown on Seasat has demonstrated the 
power of thiS Instrument to prOVide Important details of sea ICe structures 
Operational passive microwave systems will continue to be flown and 
Will continue to prOVide mOnitoring capability of some of the Important 
Ice variables If SAR and/or high-resolution passive systems are flown 
In the future, they will proVide additional Important Ice information 
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Satellite radar altimeters, as demonstrated uSing the observations from 

GEOS 3, can be used to measure topographic changes In the great 
continental Ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica with accuraCies an 
order of magnitude greater than land-based or aircraft surveys The ICEX 
document should be referred to for the many details of Ice studies relevant 
to oceanic research In addition, some new programs are being developed 
for the study of Ice-ocean interactions, such as the Marginal Ice Zone 
Experiment (MIZEX), for which satellite observations will be needed 

In addition to the seven examples discussed above, the international 
community IS diSCUSSing, In the context of the World Climate Research 
Program, three possible major international activities These are discussed 
below, briefly, highlighting the contributions proposed from satelilte
based observing systems It will be seen that these three proposed experi
ments have close relations to several of the experiments discussed above 

2.3.8 Cage (refers to the configuration of the obserVing network I 

Cage IS a proposed experiment which would focus on determining 
the heat fluxes In and above the North AtlantiC and the major mechanisms 
for such fluxes, and on Intercom paring various methodologies for estlmat
mg heat flux through the ocean surface, Within the water column, and 
Within the atmosphere Cage IS under diSCUSSion as a major oceanog
raphiC contribution to the World Climate Research Program POSSible 
contributions from satellites and satellite-based systems Include 

• A large number of floats at a constant depth In the abyssal water 
to determine a broad-scale reference level velOCity held (outSide the 
western boundary current) and barotropIc eddy statistICS Satellite 
tracking and data relay would be an essential part of such an effort 

• A TOPEX program at the time of Cage would contribute exceptionally 
Important observations on ocean Circulation A scatterometer flight 
dUring thiS period would also contribute exceptionally useful Wind 
information As far as It IS known at thiS time, Cage IS not bemg 
planned around such satellite efforts expliCitly, rather, It IS bemg 
planned to be able to attam ItS sCientifIC goals relatively mdependently 
of speCifIC satellite flight, and to rely heavily on direct observational 
techniques Satellite efforts of the kmd mentioned here, however, 
would constitute qUite Significant additional mformatlon, and the 
Cage effort Itself would be a unique context, for comparison purposes, 
In which to analyze the satellite observations 

• Ships of opportunity supplemented by dnftmg buoys to determme 
the annual average fluxes of senSible and latent heat across the sur-
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face, the Ekman heat flux, and estimates of cloudiness for estimates 
of net radiation (data relay via satellites would facilitate the data 
collection) 

• The operational meteorologICal network to determine the annual aver
age atmospheriC hOrizontal flux divergence of sensible and latent 
heat by use of satellite techniques Some special efforts along the 
southern boundary (e g, tropICal AtlantiC or PaCifIC) would be 
needed, as m the kind of ship/aircraft efforts deployed for the speCial 
observing periods of the Global Weather Experiment, 1979 

• Satellite observations of the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere 
(e g , through ERBE follow-on observations) 

• Verifying mferences of the three-dimenSional velOCity field from refer
ence-level floats together With the large-scale denSity structure from 
additional floats at a number of levels, usmg a satellite DCLS 

Cage also supposes that contemporary Instruments capable of mOnitor
Ing the earth's radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere will be con
tmued, as Will the vlsJble and mfrared Imager used for estimating the net 
radiation attheocean surface 

2.3.9 The Global Ocean Circulation Experiment 

The Global Ocean Circulation Experiment would focus on determmmg 
the broad-scale trajectories of water parcels In the world ocean, on 
the distribution of water mass properties and passive tracers, and on 
the Identification of regions of Significant water mass conversion resulting 
from vertical overturning or diffUSive mixing 

A satellite-borne scatterometer and altimeter (e g, TOPEX) measUring 
the surface stress and sea level relative to the geoid (to ± 2 cm) for three 
to five years would be a major observing element for thiS experiment 

2.3.10 A Tropical experiment 

A Tropical Experiment (most probably m the PaCifiC) would focus 
on the oceanic response to changes In atmospheriC forCing on time scales 
of a few months to several years, In particular on determining the delayed 
Influences on sea-surface temperature which then feed back Into the atmos
pheriC Circulation for another cycle ofthe Southern OSCillation 

Satellite contributions would Include 

• Space-based observations of Wind stress, sea level (TOPEX to ± 5 cm 
relative to a fixed reference), and (If poSSible) sea-surface temperature 
for a minimum offive years 
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- • Extensive direct observations of the near surface layers from ships 
of opportunity and drifters to determme the heat storage, surface 
heat fluxes, and geostrophlc velOCities, as well as wmd speed and 
sea-surface temperature 

After extensive mtercompanson of directly obtamed data with space
denved mformatlon, the latter would be used to validate numerical mod
els of the time-dependent response of the ocean to the atmospheric 
forcmg and could be evaluated for pOSSible use m climate prediction 
and long-range mOnltormg Sea level IS needed here primarily as an 
mdlcatlon of the depth of the thermoclme, and IS not used to mfer 
the abyssal velOCities ThiS allows less stringent accuracy requirements 
Also of Importance would be the mformatlon on the wmd-forced con
vergence zones derived from altimeter observations A supplementary 
study would mvestlgate the dissipative processes contrlbutmg to the 
equillbnum ofthe equatonal undercurrent 

2.3.11 Ocean SCiences, Climate Studies, and Satellite Capabilities 

The oceans are perhaps the dommant element of the atmosphere
ocean-Iand-cryosphere climatIC system Numerous studies m the last sev
eral decades have mdlcated the tantalizmgly close and probably causal 
relation between large-scale changes m ocean thermal structure and 
concurrent changes m the major atmospheric flow fields More recent 
results suggest that not only IS the relationship concurrent, but there 
are Significant lead and lag relationships between the two In at least 
one case It has been pOSSible to predict future atmospheric conditions 
from prior knowledge of ocean van abies alone Several complex 
scenarios have been developed to explam thiS predictive capability 

All ot the cases where Significant predictability has been found are 
assoCiated with a phenomenon that meteorologists term the "Southern 
Oscillation" (hereafter abbreViated SO) Indeed, careful exammatlon 
shows that many of the sCientific papers written on climate variability 
m the last several decades deal With one or another manifestation of 
the SO The name SO would lead one to believe thiS phenomenon 
IS confmed to the Southern Hemisphere In fact, It IS a global-scale 
phenomenon m which components of the atmosphere, ocean, and proba
bly the cryosphere, fluctuate more or less together 

It seems clear that many SCientists mterested m climate will concentrate 
their actiVities on thiS partICular Signal over the next decade or so ThiS 
concentration will occur not only because of the potential predictIVe 
value of the SO phenomenon, but also because It IS, m magnitude, the 
strongest "nonrandom" fluctuation that occurs on time scales one 
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can reasonably expect to study The following paragraphs provide more 

information on the SO, and indicate as well a set of SCientifiC steps 

that will lead to a detailed SO field program toward the end of the 

decade Satellite measurement capabilities will be cntlcal to many aspects 

of the SO SCientifiC program 

2.3 11.1 DefinitIon phase 

If one asks, "What IS the 50 7" the answer generally comes back as 

something to the effect that It IS the oscillation of the sea-level-pressure 

difference between the Indonesian region and the southeastern Pacific 

Ocean This pressure fluctuation arISes from a shifting of atmospheriC 

mass between the Eastern and Western Hemispheres Others view the 

phenomenon as an interaction between the Pacific trade wind fields 
and the monsoonal systems In any event, none of these descnptlons 

IS really satisfactory for they only refer to indices of a process that has 

global ramifications 

The ftrst Job for the climatologist. then, IS to define adequately the global 
couplmgs m the ocean and atmosphere that attend the thmg we now simply 
call the SO We will have to answer such questions as What fields and 
regions of the globe participate m the SO? What are the space and time 
scales of variability m these fields and how can we optimally measure 
SO phenomena? Why IS It that many SO phenomena (e 9 , EI NIno) appear 
tightly locked to the seasonal cycle? In short, we Will have to do a com
prehenSIVe, quantitative Job of desCribing what we mean by the term SO 
A strong start has been made In this dtrectlon AdditIOnal field measure
ments (see below) Will be reqUired to complete the process 

2 3.11.2 Hypotheses 

The deSCription called for above should give rISe to a senes of hypoth
eses regarding the mechanisms assoCiated With SO-type phenomena 

For Instance, numerous spectral analyses indicate that the SO phenomena 
most often lie In the frequency range between about one cycle per 

three years and one cycle per SIX years We currently have no hypotheses 

to explain this range of preferred time scales It does not appear pOSSible 
that their origin IS In the atmosphere, for the atmosphere's "memory" 

IS simply too short However, the ocean IS an attractive candidate for 
these time scales since they are comparable With the Circulation time 
around major ocean gyres 

If the oceans do play an Important role In the SO, then we must 

be prepared to undertake a study of ocean heat budgets since It IS the ocean

to-atmosphere heat flux that will Influence the atmosphere and, perhaps, 

partially force the SO ThiS means we will need ways to estimate the air-sea 

heat exchange as well as the advection of heat by ocean currents 
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2.3.11 3 Field programs; Phase l-deflnltlon 

Almost all current knowledge about the SO comes from historical 
data measured at various land stations or Islands or from ships ThiS type 
of historical data IS and will continue to be a tremendous aid In conducting 
the "definition" stage indicated above However, there are huge regions 
In the Southern Hemisphere, particularly the Southern Ocean, where there 
IS no information ships do not go there, there are no Islands, etc These 
areas, of necessity, will remain question marks In the definition phase ThiS 
will makE' It difficult to construct hypotheses regarding the SO In fact, the 
SO appears to require an understanding of how the major atmospheric 
fields Interact with each other and the ocean From the oceanic pOint of 
View, we will have to understand the interaction of entire current systems 
Field interactions of the type envIsioned are not well descrtbed, In general, 
by a few spot measurements 

It IS clear that a study of the SO will reqUire a near-global perspective The 
only realistic way to obtam the type of information for thiS view IS via satellite 
However, the satellites themselves Will not prOVide all the information we 
need A strong reqUirement eXists for complementary measurements from 
dotting buoys, Instrumented Islands, shlp-of-opportumty programs, etc In 
context then, the satellite data Will prOVide the "glue" necessary to tie together 
current conventional measurements made on a sparse spatial god Satellite 
information Will also help us understand how to mterpret the (spot) hlstoocal 
record In terms of field properties 

In summary, a preliminary measurement program uSing both conventional 
and satellite systems IS reqUired to even delineate SO phenomena, particu
larly In the Southern Hemisphere Climatologists are In a position now to 
begin to specify the reqUired data to outline such a measurement program 

2.3.11.4 Field programs; Phase II-process experiment 

Given a reasonable set of SO hypotheses, plus an Idea of the type 
of sampling scheme needed to resolve the SO Signals, meteorologists 
and oceanographers will be able to design a reasonable field program 
to investigate the origin of the phenomenon Such a program will be 
highly compatible with proposed large-scale oceanographic programs 
of the 19BO~ (e g , the WOED discussed above) and with the Instrument 
development required by these programs (e g , drtftlng buoys, remote 
data transmission, etc) The greatest potential for disagreement appears 
to be the siting of such expertments (e g, tropical and South PaCifiC 
versus North AtlantiC) 

2.3 11.5 Data problem 

A major difficulty assoCiated with the SO project IS the huge data 
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management specter that It raises The climatologists will have to fmd 
a method to easily synthesize disparate types of mformatlon from numer
ous sources A giant stride towards this synthesIs can be achieved by 
developmg a data system that IS common to as many sources as possible 
In this case the role of the satellite agam appears exceedmgly Important, 
for the satellite can act as a data Imk that will collect and relay both 
remotely sensed mformatlon and mformatlon from a vanety of surface 
and subsurface platforms Havmg many types of mformatlon m a smgle 
data stream greatly simplifies many of the coordmatlon and collation 
problems that would otherwise arISe 

2.3.11.6 The role of satellites 

The role of the satellite In future clImatologIcal research, such as the 
SO proJect, IS twofold Ftrst, It must proVIde estImates of remotely sensed 
fields that can be related to conventIonal hlstortcal measurements taken 
from platforms at sea or on land Such vartables Include, but are not 
Itmlted to, sea-surface temperature, wind velocIty, total precIpItable water, 
sea-level wind velocItIes, temperatures, etc Much has been Wrttten about 
these measurement capabIlitIes In summary, prudent combinatIon of con
ventIonal measurements WIth remotely sensed data now appears to offer 
a capabIlIty accurate enough to Inftate a SO expertment 

The second capabilIty we need from the satellite IS the abIlity to posItIon 
and collect data from remote statIons, e g, drtftlng buoys, Islands, shIps 
of opportUntty ThIS capabIlity currently eXIsts but has not been applIed 
to the clImatIC expertment envIsIoned here 

2.3.11.7 Special Instrument problems 

The study of climatic vanabllity mtroduces a special problem both 
for conventional and, particularly, for satellite mstrumentatlon Relatively 
small amounts of mstrument dnft will, over a particular sensor's lifetime, 
look much like the Signals that we expect to study 

It IS absolutely VItal that Instrument stablltty and long-term caltbratlon 
be matters of key concern In any future conventIonal or satellite system 
that WIll be used for cltmate research The stabIlIty and drtft problem also 
suggests that the satellite products must constantly be referenced to con
ventIonal measurement sets WIth whIch we are famIlIar We WIll be able 
to find regIons of the ocean where the remotely sensed fIelds can be 
compared WIth conventIonal estImates of the fIelds ThIS fIeld-fIeld compari
son may aVOId the problem of trying to determine the representatIveness 
of indIVIdual caltbratlOn sItes 

2.3.12 Biological Studies 

The oceanic phYSical processes relate closely to many biological pro-
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cesses of Importance Some Important applications of the color scanner 
observations have already been mentioned above Followmg are two 
additional brief examples of the use of satellite-related mformatlon 

Figure 8 Illustrates trajectories derived from drlftmg buoys deployed 
dUring the Global Weather Experiment, 1979, and tracked by the Argos 
DCLS As a by-product of these results, It proved possible to trace the 
orlgms of lobster larvae that developed mto very Significant fishery re
sources on some sea mounts m the eastern Atlantic Figure 9 Illustrates 
generalized current systems derived from theoretical studies and sup
ported by analysIs of drlftmg buoy tracks The fishery resources of thiS 
area are Important, and understandmg the ocean dynamICs that support 
the fishery resources IS an example of the useful application of satelilte
supported observations 

Turnmg to qUite another kmd of biologICal application, the migration 
of whales from the Caribbean to the Gulf of Mame has been studied 
for a number of years There are, however, very little environmental 
data on the scale required to piece together a meanmgful picture of 
the relationship between the migration route and the environment Such 
a data base IS now becommg available With Coastal lone Color Scanner 
(ClCS) (VISible and thermal mfrared) and AVHRR data Unfortunately, 
the Nimbus 7 ClCS will certamly not last much longer, hence, these 
data will only cover a limited two- to three-year span With many gaps 
A follow-on color scanner effort would contribute to an extension of 
the VISible data (With collocated thermal mfrared data) The Idea of the 
ongomg research IS to seek a correlation between the whale migration 
routes over a number of years and ocean temperature and color 
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FIgUre 8 Drift tracks of three South African weather buoys deployed In the southeast 
AtlantiC Ocean dUring the Global Weather Experiment, 1979 Bottom topography features 
shallower than 3,000 m are shown 
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Figure 9a. Composite of drifting buoy tracks in the region off southwest Africa during 
the Global Weather Experiment, 1979. The observations during the GWE provided 
for the first time essentially synoptic views of ocean circulations over extensive regions; 
such information is essential for describing oceanic circulation and verifying models. 
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Figure 9b. Conceptual depiction of characteristic large-scale flow regimes off southeast 
Africa. Dark arrows depict narrow, intense currents; open arrows depict flow believed 
to show little directional variability. The conjectured western boundary current nature 
of the East Madagascar Current shows similarity to features of the Agulhas Current, 
which is related to important fishery activity. 
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3 
VAll DATION/CONTROL 
OBSERVATIONS; 
ANCILLARY EXPERIMENTS 

Satellite observmg techniques often relate to different physical quantities, 
on different space and time scales, than do direct measurements In Situ 

• A wel/-defmed calibration effort IS needed to support the satel/lte observing 
effort 

• Care has to be taken to account for the speCIfIC physIcal charactenstJcs 
of both the satellite and the direct observatIons m deslgnmg such com
parlsons 

• Contlnumg direct observatIons are needed to proVide a controllable, di
rectly venflable data base to serve as a momtor of the stability of the satellde 
database 

• For some types of observatIons, some speCial research efforts WIll be re
qUIred to calIbrate the applIcabIlIty and accuracy of the algonthms used 

to extract useful phYSical informatIon from the satellIte measurements 
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A few comments below illustrate the examples that were discussed 
by the NOSS SCience Workmg Group 

3.1 Wind Stress 

The scatterometer radar observes the scatter cross section from the waves 
mduced on the ocean surface by surface Wind stress acting on the water 
Larger waves, swell, and other surface features such as biological slicks may 
also mfluence the waves bemg observed and thus the radar retum Signal, 
as discussed above Such other mfluences may be a function of wmd speed, 
or, put m another way, the effects may be manifested differently as a function 

ofwmdspeed 
It was suggested In the dISCUSSIons that the prevIous dlfect satellite compan

sons zn Situ need to be continued and extended, that specIal attentIon has to 

be paId to the Influences of short chop, swell, and surface bIOlogIcal actIVIty, 

and that perhaps some wave tank expenments are In order 
The analYSIS of comparisons dUring the Seasat operational period IS also 

useful to set the context for plannmg a comparison program for future scat
terometer efforts, as follows 

PrevIous experiments, Gulf of Alaska Experiment (GOASEX) and the Jomt 
Air/Sea Interaction UASIN) Experiment, have shown the Seasat A scat
terometer backscatter to be related to Wind speed and hence to surface 
stress A successful future experzment would extend the wmd speed 
range and proVide stress estimates of a spatially averaged nature 
Backscatter should be more highly correlated With such estimates than 
With Wind speed A speculative experimental scenario follows On a 
large scale, bulk aerodynamiC calculations from buoy data could give 
the friction velOCity, U*, With an uncertamty of 10-15%, averaged over 
about an hour, by supplymg a directly obtamed drag coeffiCient from 
diSSipation measurements from a mmlmum of ships With regular VISitS 
to each buoy, the necessary serviCing, calibrations, and intercomparisons 
could be carned out Routme meteorological observations and other 
synoptIC data would also be proVided by the ships Eddy correlation 
measurements, taken whenever (aircraft) and wherever (stable platforms) 
poSSible, would enhance the spatial coverage and greatly Increase the 
confidence In the "spatially eqUivalent" stress estimates 

A direct comparison between spatial satellite and surface time averages 
IS not poSSible, and the latter must be made as eqUivalent as pOSSible to 
a spatial average A conSiderable plannmg effort would be reqUired to en
sure adequate spatial coverage, comCident With enough satellite passes, 
throughout the 4-25 m wmd speed range Particular attention must be paid 
to the higher speeds where much of the momentum transfer occurs The 
stress acts In the direction of the mean surface Wind and Its magnitude IS 
given by T= pu* 2, where P IS the mean air denSity At present the "best" 
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techniques have uncertainties of at least ± 10% In u* (20% In r) and 10° 
In direction, but expenenced personnel and considerable effort are required 

to achieve this accuracy To Illustrate, average surface winds need to be mea
sured to betterthan ± 4%, requiring extensive direct calibration and mainte
nance and Intercompanson of the sensors, which must be placed at platform 
locations where flow distortion IS minimal The Influence of sea state and 

platform motion must also be determined Similar conSiderations also apply 
to measurements of the mean Wind direction Without such precautions, er
rors of 100% In stress estimates are common 

Proven methods of estimating u* over the open ocean are the bulk 
aerodynamic (ships and buoys), the eddy correlation (aircraft), and the diSSI
pation (ships) Each method has ItS advantages The bulk method IS the most 
straightforward, requiring the sea-air temperature difference (for a bulk esti
mate of the atmosphenc stability) and the mean Wind vector An accuracy 
of 10% In u* IS pOSSible under steady Wind conditions from hourly (and 
perhaps shorter) averages but, since It IS a parametenzatlon, departure from 
Ideal conditions produces a great deal of "noise" In the stress estimates For 
example, rapid vanatlons In the mean Wind vector can produce additional 
u* errors of 15% and 50% In daily and hourly averages, respectively An 
averaging penod as long as a few days may be required to reduce these ef
fects The diSSipation method relates u* to spectral values of the Wind velOCity 
at frequenCies In the - 5/3 range, which are above those contaminated by 
platform motion The Inherent uncertainty IS about 10% In U*, but thiS tech
nique appears to be able to follow closely the real stress averaged over 20 
to 60 minutes The data processing IS somewhat Involved and more respon
sive anemometers are required The actual time of a satellite pass may not 
be representative of the penod between passes and thiS can be determined 
from continuous time hlstones of the stress, which the diSSipation method 
(and at lower frequencies, the bulk estimates) can proVide Time hlstones 
would also allow time averages to straddle a satellite pass, which may be 
more eqUivalent to the satellite's spatial average than a Simultaneous record 
Eddy correlation measurements from aircraft are highly speCialized, but they 
can proVide an almost Instantaneous average over much of the area observed 
from a satellite ThiS IS the most direct method and It can also be employed 
from available stable platforms, such as otfshore oil ngs The three methods 
have Inherently different sampling charactenstlcs and a combination would 
be deSirable 

It IS also poSSible that Wind speed and direction cannot be obtained from 
radar measurements Without some knowledge of the wave field For exam
ple, the confused seas resulting from the tightly wound Wind-stress pattern 
assoCiated With the Queen Elizabeth II storm may explain the scatter In the 
Winds observed there from Seasat Recent Simulation studies indicate that 
a determination of direction requires knowledge of the wave field (Hassel-
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mann, pnvate commUnication) 
It may therefore be desirable to couple a spectral ocean wave model 

to the scatterometer algonthm In order to Incorporate direction wave 

spectra information Research along these lines, In a Simulation mode, 

should be Initiated as soon as pOSSible 

3.2 Sea-Surface Temperature 

The Infrared or microwave radiance from the sea surface IS a good 

measure of the effective radiating temperature, proVided that other unre

lated Signals In the same passband are not received at the satellite at 

the same time AnCillary observations are needed to correct for water 

vapor and other emitters In the atmosphere, for scattering by aerosol/haze 

particles, and for IdentifYing very thin water or Ice clouds that can Interfere 

with Infrared There are few unwanted emissions (except commerCial radiO) 

that Interfere with microwave, but the surface emissIvity may be vanable, 

the presence of large amounts of atmosphenc liqUid water In the field 
of view will Interfere through absorption, and the spatial resolution IS 

much larger than deSired, even for a high-resolution In~trument such as 

the LAMMR proposed for NOSS 
Moreover, the eqUivalent radiating temperature IS usually the skin tem

perature, unless the upper several millimeters are well mixed Ventlcatlon 
measurements are generally not limited to skin temperature, The effect of 

heavy seas from high ,urface Wind on Infrared emissIvity IS also not well 

known 
A well-dlstnbuted network ot control stations, e g , drifting buoy" moored 

buoys, and well-deSigned automatically communicating ship installations 

would proVide very usetul quality control tor the satellite ob,ervatlons 

3.3 Color Scanner 

Work remains to be done to clarity the relation between the return 

Signals received by the color scanner and the vanous biological and phy,,

Ical processes taking place In the upper ocean layer The NASA plan 

to Implement direct expenments to study these processes, e g, uSing 
Iidar or Raman spectrometry, will be very Important In the study of the 

vertical dlstnbutlon of matenal, extending the depth range of observations 
and should eventually proVide Important direct observations for assistance 

In the interpretation of the color scanner observations 
In addition, efforts should be planned for ship or aircraft observations 

to support the interpretation of the larger-scale oceanic features seen on some 

of the Images from the mid-ocean regions or near the major current systems 

3.4 AnCillary Observational Programs 

Oceanic remote sensing satellites In the next decade offer the opportunity 
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for unique supplementation to ShiP, buoy, and acoustic tomography experi
ments In particular, If data collection and platform location systems are 
Included on the oceanographic satellites, there will be strong incentives 
for marine sCientists to use such systems for extensive direct experiments 
not only as control and validation of the satellite observations, but as 
major expenments In their own nght In section 2, some of the possible 
internationally coordinated experiments were mentioned There could also 
be Similar national experiments 
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4 
AN OCEAN-DATA INFORMATION 
UTILIZATION SYSTEM (ODUS) 

The plans for NOSS data processmg and mformatlon extraction were 
very complete, but geared to operational use Operational requirements 
are stnngent--deadlmes must be met for data mput or the data are 
not used, late data, however, are usually salvaged and archived The 
operational schedule and the resources available, m general, do not 
permit the most complete edltmg and verification of the satellite data 
streams, many of which are at a very high rate Experience with 
meteorological operational data streams and with various research satel
lites shows that It IS essentially aXiomatic that any problems with the 
data stream, particularly problems assoCiated with unwanted signal and 
with representativeness and sampling madequaCles, do not show up 
until the data are used for sCientifiC studies Often, It IS then very difficult 
to go back to lower levels of processed data or to deconvolute the 
various processmg steps, to fmd and fiX the problems, or at least to 
Identify and then discard SUSpICIOUS data pomts Therefore, since It was 
the mterest of the NOSS SCience Workmg Group to study the research 
poSSibilities of the NOSS Instrument system and the NOSS operational 
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data stream, considerable attention was devoted to data management 
Experience has shown that the routme engmeermg conversions (an

tenna corrections, electrical calibrations, navigation, tlmmg, etc) are 
essentially 100% reliable, even so, some checkmg IS needed, for there 
have been occasional errors at thiS lowest processmg level More Signifi
cant problems sometimes occur at the next processmg level at which 
calibrations are applied to convert engmeerlng Signals mto &eophyslcal 
variables Agam, there are documentable cases m which problems have 
been uncovered, often a posteriori, when the data have been applied 
to sCIentific research and the SCientist, havmg become aware of a prob
lem, has tracked It down to a failure of a basIc calibration system or 
to an undocumented change by a technician of one of the arbitrary 
parameters of a calibration system These kmds of problems are not 
easy to fmd m the operational system They are sometimes not that 
easy to fmd m delayed-time research processmg either, but at least there 
IS a better pOSSibility smce there IS more time available What IS required, 
however, IS that the earlier processmg levels be archived and accessible, 
and all steps well documented 

Further complications arISe m translatmg the measurements from many 
remote sensmg systems to geophYSical mformatlon These come about be
cause the measurement made IS related to the desired variable through an 
often complex set of relationships Derivations of surface wmd or stress from 
radar backscatter are two examples, discussed m some detail m Section 2 2 1 
and 3 1 above The derivation of sea-surface temperature also has some of 
these complications ExtenSive conversion algOrithms are needed to process 
the actual satellite measurements and obtam the deSired geophYSical quan
tities The NOSS Implementation plan called for the completion of the mfor
matlon extraction algOrithms at a rather early time, well before the Seasat 
and Nimbus 7 experience could be used m full to develop optimal al
gOrithms Thus, It was foreseen that the NOSS operational algorithms might 
not be optimal for research purposes, and that a separate development and 
verification of research algOrithms would be necessary These would have 
to be developed by the mstrument sCience team, but verification and merg
mg With related direct observations might need speCial computation or data 
handlmg support 

For these kmds of reasons, sketched here only very superfiCially, the 
NOSS SCience Workmg Group agreed that a separate research Ocean Data 
Utilization System (ODUS) should be conSidered a Vital addition to the 
NOSS sCience effort (note the name ODUS has been used extensively m 
the diSCUSSions and IS used here for convenience, If any speCial ocean data 
system IS ever Implemented, It might well be known by a different name) 
As diSCUSSions developed, It was seen that an ODUS could supply critical 
support to additional activity that would greatly enhance the NOSS mfor-
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matlon, E' g , by establishing a detailed, user-interactive catalog, by sup
porting efforts to compile and clean up relevant hlstorrcal data Finally, 
much dl~cusslon took place on how an ODUS could be organized, 
operated, and managed It was agreed that It should be output-oriented 
(I e, user orrented), rather than input-oriented (an operational mode 
more common to the national data archives) Agency participation would 
be essential (e g, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, and NOAA) but nonfederal groups should also be Involved 
For example, ODUS could be organized as a dlstrrbuted system, with 
branch pOints at ocean research groups In universities 

Inasmuch as NOSS planning has been terminated, the question of 
a major data system facility has become dormant The varrous properties 
suggested for an ODUS and the services It could perform are useful 
concepts, however, In developing a strategy for an ocean sCience satellite 
effort that might evolve In lieu of the proposed NOSS The salient pOints 
of the varrous OOUS discussions, then, are summarrzed below 

As a preface, It IS faf( to report that the NOSS SCience Workmg Group 
felt strongly that adequate consideration of data handlmg, archlvmg m a 
user-onented facility, and assistance m some aspects of large-scale data 
utilization would be vital m an oceamc sCience satelMe system 

The management and organizational desiderata of such a facility are 
unimportant to belabor at this Juncture, but It may be noted that the 
NOSS ODUS, and any analogous sytem established for research satellites, 
were always conceived as an addition to any operational system, being 
fed from the processing level that produces grrdded and timed geophysICal 
quantities The ODUS was conceived as a closure of the loop beween 
the satellite Instrument and the ultimate research data user Some of 
the tasks and desired properties of an ocean sCiences research data system 
are set out below 

• Compile Important hlstoncal data sets, such as sea-surface temperature 
and wmd, and analyze them to the extent needed to charactenze the 
errors, Identify and remove, If possible, systematIc bIases, and produce 
a hlstoncal tIme senes to serve as reference base for future satelltte 
tIme senes ThIs task WIll be more labor-mtenslve (but with well-quallfled 
people) than computer-mtenslve, but should be done m the context 
of a start-up phase of ODUS 

• Search out and collect Important oceanographIc and related data sets 
For example, there were specIal operatIons of the NOAA meteorologIcal 
satellItes when the full-resolutIon A VHRR data were transmItted These 
penods are documented, or m pnnclple IdentIfiable, but the data are 
not routmely avaIlable What IS not known for all cases IS where the 
hIgh-resolutIon data now reSIde, m what format they are, and how 
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to get them These potentIally valuable data should be collected, 
cataloged, and arch,ved for use by the community There are many 
other examples of specIal data collectIons that should be searched 
out and accessed, or at least cataloged 

• Prepare a catalog of relevant data sets, wIth mformatlOn as complete 
as possIble descnbmg the data and thelf format and explammg how 
they may be accessed It would be deslfable If a cataloB could be 
constructed that would allow a user to query It, vIa an mteillgent termmal 
(a mmlcomputer, for example), and receIve some sample data sets 
for expenmentatlon In other words, a consumer-onented mteractlve 
catalog, data samplmg, and data supply system IS envIsIoned A start 
on such a system has been made at the Jet PropulsIon Laboratory 
as part of the actIvIty there m connectIon wIth Seasat data 

• Serve as a workmg data center or, as It were, an arch,ve of preferred 

resort The natIonal data centers tend to become repositories of data 
rather than useful working arch,ves ThIS IS because the data streams 
are very large, the data flow mto the data centers as they have been 
collected or reformatted for use m operatIons, that IS, the natIOnal cen
ters are mput-onented It turns out, more often than not, that a research
er needmg a subset of data fmds the data dlstnbuted throughout such 
a large number of tapes, many thousands m some mstances, that 
the data are In practIce maccesslble If the data were to be selected 
and organized m an optImal form for research use, the number of 
tapes would be drastIcally reduced Then, the data set would become, 
In princIple, accessIble and easily used Present estImates, based on 
expenence at NCAR, are that many Important data sets can be con
densed by factors of two to 10 and some large sets can be reduced 
by factors of 100 or more by samplmg such that most of the relevant 
informatIon IS retained 

• It IS generally true that research data sets compIled for one research 
worker are also usable by many other workers In fact, after some 
penod of tIme for bUIlding expenence, some 90% of data calls can 
be met by selected sets already m the workmg archIve, th,s has been 
the expenence at NCAR The load on the arch,v,st IS thus reduced 
and the volume of tapes IS reduced to manageable proportIons An 
ODUS workmg archIve could meet most of the needs of the community, 
and stili be of a manageable sIze It could often serve as the fl rst 

resort for research workers, and also serve as the channel, as needed, 
to the larger reposltones operated by NASA and NOAA 

• Serve as a communicatIon link, or mterface, between the user and 
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the national archives, at least for some kinds of data sets and for 
some uses ODUS should not compete with nor could It replace the 
large and vel}' valuable natIOnal data centers Rather, It could serve 
to relieve some of the demands on these centers by serving many 
special needs Many of the data sets and/or analyses produced by 
sCientists working with an ODUS would be appropnate and useful to 
store In the national data centers If well-documented and compact 
data sets were In the national centers, and In thelf catalogs, they would 
be readily accessible to the user community The expenence of funding 
and operating such national centers has been that they have such 
limited resources that they cannot produce these sets on thelf own, 
once they have been produced by others, however, the national centers 
have no problems incorporating them In thelf collections 

• Be an Integral part of the research user community Earlier In this 
section, detailed discussion of the operational desiderata of an ODUS 
was eschewed, It may be permitted to note In closing this section, 
however that If was the general consensus of the Working Group that 
an ODUS Will have the largest probability of working best If It IS not 
fully a part of a federal agency, no matter how worthy are the Initial 
intentIOns Expenence shows that budgetal}' and management pres
sures would almost certainly Interlere with ItS freedom and functions, 
sooner or later There IS a challenge here for an innovative management 
and operational design for an ODUS that IS practical for federal agencies 
to support, yet operates Within the research community, Insofar as 
such a modus operandl IS possible In these times We should look 
further Into the future, however, to set realistiC goals for a workable 
data sytem to support ocean sCience remote sensing and satellite data 
relay To do otherwise would surely reduce the return value of the 
large Investments that Will be reqUired to operate satellite programs 
In conjunction With the extensIVe natIOnal and international ocean re
search programs being contemplated 
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5 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 
FUTURE OCEANIC SCIENCES 
SATELLITE RESEARCH PROGRAMS 

The ~uccessful Seasat and Nimbus 7 proof-of-concept of remote sensing 
of some Important physical and biological properties of the oceans led 
to further explorations of speCifiC experiments on the one hand and 
to practical applications on the other--e g , TOPEX and NOSS, respec
tively TOPEX IS not yet a programmed activity and the deferral of NOSS 

leaves us at this time With no funded flight plans for near-future satellites 
devoted to oceanic sCiences research Some meteorologICal operational 
satellitE'S will continue to proVide sea-surface temperatures, the patterns 

of which are qUite useful, but the absolute values of whlLh are still 
fraught With some technical and con~lderable data processing problems 
The meteorological satellites also proVide a qUite useful platform location 
and data relay capability, and ocean buoy programs are being planned 
to use thiS capability These capabilities, though, fall far short of the 
potential of satellites to support oceanic sCiences research 

The NOSS SCience Working Group was briefed on the many conslder-
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atlons that entered Into decIsions on the NOSS orbit DISCUSSion of the 
many factors entering Into flight deSign showed that often serious com

promises are necessary when several Instruments are combined In one 

spacecraft Conversely, It IS very expen~lve to fly each type of Instrument 

on ItS own optimal orbit Moreover, tracking, communication, and data 

handling facilities could be overtaxed by too many concurrent flights 
Thus, detailed trade-off studies will be needed to deCide which In~tru

ments or experiments can be combined, or which experiments could 

be flown on other geophYSical satellites 

To provide a context for management and engmeermg plannmg of future 
efforts, the oceanic sCience research community could prOVide a long-range 
program plan m which sCientific goals are set and stages defmed (develop
ment as well as tlmmg sequences) by which these goals might be met 
Such an effort IS evolvmg m the context of the World Climate Research 
Program Here, oceanic programs Will be essential to meet the goals of 
understandmg the phYSical processes of the atmosphere-ocean-earth cli
mate system There are other aspects of oceanic research and practical 
applications that would also benefit by Similar plannmg efforts, mutatis 
mutandzs 

The NOSS SCience Working Group discussed proposed modifications 

to the basIC NOSS operational Instruments These modifications were de
Signed to Increase the research capability of the mstrumenb While ~uch 
modifications were reviewed specifically In the light of the NOSS mission 

and spacecraft deSign, some of the recommendations of the Workmg 

Group have broader Implications and are summarized below 
Additional diSCUSSions centered on the various pros and cons of a 

DCLS system operated as a service on, for example, a meteorological 

satellite, versus one deSigned more expliCitly for oceanographic research 
and operated on a satellite devoted to oceanic sCiences Some conclu
sions as to the deSired properties of an oceanic data collection and 
platform location system are summarized below 

5.1 Instruments 

ThiS diSCUSSion does not touch on all pOSSible Instruments to support 

oceanzc operations and research, but IS limited to the four planned for 

NOSS and one other conSidered as a pOSSible addition 

5.1.1 Radar AltImeter 

The NOSS altimeter and orbit were not deSigned expressly for a TOPEX

type experiment The sun-synchronous orbit was chosen for other conSid

erations, and the spacecraft configuration, required because of other 

conSiderations, would have resulted In high drag, these two factors lim

Ited the NOSS pOSSible contribution to a TOPEX 
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Since NOSS was to have been In a high-inclination orbit and to have 
viewed much of the polar regions, It was recommended that adaptive 
tracking be Included to Improve the altimeter tracking In regions of 
continental Ice slopes 

Should an altimeter be flown on a future satellite at high mc/matlon, 
adaptive trackmg should be mcluded m the design to provIde maximum 
mformatlon on the polar Ice sheets 

The NOSS Instrument configuration Included two altimeter Units to 
assure the planned lifetime of five years, but only one antenna was 
Included 

It was proposed, and supported by the Workmg Group, that a second 
antenna be mcluded, or that at least multiplex tlmesharmg of the smgle 
antenna be provided to assure that the two electroniC Units could be oper
ated simultaneously on occasion Such mtercompansons would have made 
more secure the long-time coherence of the ensumg data senes 

5.1 2 Radar Scatterometer 

Seasat experience showed that the antenna array could be Improved 
by adding a seventh antenna, onented along the nadir subtrack Studies 
showed that the addition of this direction would allow most of the direc
tional ambiguities to be resolved analytically, and would also provide 
an additional Important benefit of nadir wind observations ThiS not 
only would have had intrinSIC ment, but also would have greatly Im
proved the deSign of comparison data sets taken In Situ The Workmg 
Group supported these proposed Improvements 

5.1.3 Color Scanner 

The color scanner had been deSigned ongmally for coastal work, partly 
because of the biological Importance of thiS zone, partly because the high 
data rate of the mstrument precluded fulltlme operation anyway, and partly 
because It was not sure that color scanner observations m the relatively Infer
tile open ocean would be of significant value Recent expenence has shown 
thatthe scanner Images may be very valuable m mldoceanlc regions 

Much of the biological activity depicted by the vIsible channels of the 
color scanner IS closely related to water temperature Expenence m analyz
Ing the Nimbus 7 scanner Images shows that a reliable temperature Image, 
coreglstered and synchronous m time, would be a most valuable addition 
It IS not at all certam, at thiS time, which technique would be a more useful 
one to obtam such a temperature Image, use of the split wmdow 12 micro
meter channel, or addition of a 4 micrometer channel The latter seems to 
be a qUite Viable possibility, based on the expenence With thiS channel on 
a GOES sounder (VAS) (proVided that sungllnt at thiS wavelength can be 
avoided or accounted for m the mformatlon extraction algonthm), and the 
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newer AVHRR on NOAA satellites 
Only approximately 10% of the signal received by the color scanner 

In the vIsible channels IS related to biological backscatter of solar Irradia
tion The other portion arises from other scattering, represents a nOise, 
and must be eliminated from the Image before analYSIS of the biologICal 
information IS pOSSible 

However, the biologiSts' nOise IS the meteorologists' Signal The "correc
tion, " If Imaged, would reveal patterns of water vapor and atmosptlenc aerosol 
that would be mvaluable for other work It may well turn out that the aerosol 
mformatlon thus obtamed from a color scanner may be the best way to 
obtam thiS mformatlon for the World climate Research Program (thiS posslblity 
IS under detailed study now by a number of groups under the aegis of 
the WCRP) Thus, It should be assured that such valuable mformatlon IS 
made readily available to other user commUnities 

Of potential great Importance to oceanographic research IS the fact 
that the color scanner Images contain information on Circulation patterns 
In most regions of the oceans, an example IS given In Section 2 2 4 
above Other Images have revealed apparently conservative structures In 
the mid-PaCIfic gyre that can be tracked to proVide useful dynamical 
information 

The fronflsplece poses the question Are there oceanic structures VISible 
from satelllfes as Important to oceanographiC research as cloud patterns 
are to meteorology? The answer may lie m large part m the color scanner 
Images, particularly If good Simultaneous temperature Images are also avail
able, and If the Images are as readily available to users as cloud Images 
are Samplmg strategies should be evolved to tap thiS large data stream 
for phYSical oceanographIC research 

In summary, It appears as If the color scanner IS an mstrument of conSider
able potential both to biological as well as to meteorological and oceanog
raphiC research ConSiderable exploratory work IS now poSSible usmg the 
Nimbus 7 observations, and thiS work should reveal m the next few years 
more det8lls about these potenflal uses and about how future flight plans 
should caplfaflze on thiS unique mstrument 

5.1.4 Large Antenna Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (LAMMR) 

ThiS Instrument was deSigned to proVide relatively high-resolution (com
pared With other microwave Instruments, that IS) sea-surface temperatures 
In all weather The Working Group was not conVinced that thiS would 
be the most valuable use of the LAMMR 

DISCUSSions of heat budget, Sections 235 and 236 above, mdlcated 
that hIgh-resolution mIcrowave observatIons are needed for denvaflon of 
moIsture content m the lower layers and for mformaflon on preclplfaflon 
Temperatures of the sea surface would be a useful addlflon and would 
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complement informatIOn obtained from Infrared systems flown on the same 

satellite and from other Instruments, for example, on present operatIonal 
satelhtes The mIcrowave observatIOns would also be valuable for Ice studIes 

the ICEX Report contains much d,scuss,on of uses of such a mIcrowave 
Instrument The most profItable use of a LAMMR-type Instrument may be 
In dtrect Ice studIes, or as part of a satelltte system deSigned for clImatological 

studIes (e g, heat budget, global precIpItatIon, etc) The information thus 
obtained would then also be of use and Interest for oceantc studIes 

5.1.5 Data Collection and Location System (DCLS) 

A DCLS was not planned explicitly for NOSS, however, m view of 
the pOSSibility of addmg mstrumentatlon to the baSIC NOSS configuration, 
DCLS was given the highest priOrity The technical and operational ISSUes 
Involvmg such a Priority assignment are complex and, m any case, need 
and merit a detailed systems study, they are summarized here only briefly 

As an mtroductlon, It IS well to pomt out that a cooperative French/ 
USA DCLS (Argos) IS m operation now, contmumg from the Global 
Weather Experiment, 1979, on the NOAA polar-orbltmg operational 
meteorological satellites, It IS expected to contmue until the mld-1980s, 
and diSCUSSions are under way concernmg further contmuatlon Location 
of a platform IS based on analysIs of the Doppler shift of a series of 
short-pulse Signals contammg the platforms' code name and data stream 
The system was deSigned primarily to track constant-level balloons planned 
for extensive use dUring the Global Weather Experiment, since these bal
loons move with the wmd, the system was deSigned for appropriate accu
racy relatmg to expected wmd speeds ThiS system accuracy, then, IS 
rnuch higher than needed for much slower platforms such as drlftmg 
buoys The Doppler analysIs method also precludes position analysIs along 
and adjacent to the nadir subtrack (a swath about 1,000 km IS excluded) 
Data relay, of course, IS poSSible m prinCiple at any poSition, although 
the software on the operational satellites or the ground processmg system 
may reject Signals that do not meet the geometrical restrictions Imposed 
to obtam the accuracy reqUired for balloon tracking 

Mainly In vIew of the above conSIderations, It has been felt that a DCLS 
deSIgned pnmanly for buoy tracking and data relay could result In consider
able advantages A buoy-onented DCLS should, for example, have the follow
Ing destrable properties 

• Ability to accept several hundred platforms In view Simultaneously 
(Argos IS at present limited to fifty), 

• Ability to accept Signals over a Wider receiver passband than Argos, 
With the benefit that Simpler, lower-cost platform electrOniCS would 
be pOSSible, 
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• Higher data rate capability over a longer time, 
[Argos proVides a relatively high data rate, but this IS achieved 

by wide bandwidth of the pulsed signal, which m turn requires higher 
power of the platform transmitter A different kmd of trackmg system 
might allow a satisfactory location from one transmission longer than 
the pulse used by the Argos system Thus, an adequate data stream 
at lower power could be transmitted 1 

• Capability for along-track locations 
[This would greatly faCilitate the optimal mergmg of the satellite 

data stream and those from direct observmg systems 1 

An essential feature of a DCLS deSign for oceamc programs IS that 
It should allow a Simple and mexpenslve platform transmitter and still 
meet posltlonmg and data relay requirements Earlier sections m this report 
on programs usmg a variety of buoys or drifters stress the need to use 
these deVices m large numbers, particularly for exploration of the larger 
circulation scales While platform electronic costs are but one part of 
the total drifter cost, mcludmg deployment, economy m all facets of the 
system cost will facilitate their wide use Cost, however, must mclude 
the satellite system development and flight costs, that IS, comparison of 
relative costs of a buoy program usmg Argos versus one usmg a new 
DCLS must be based on analyses of the two total systems At thiS time, 
comparison of system costs of Argos versus a new DCLS IS still moot 

Perhaps the most Important overall factors m decldmg what DCLS should 
be used would be the ability to track platforms along the satelllfe sub-orbital 
track, the ability to relay more convemently a larger bit-stream, and the 
ability to track and obtam data relay from a large number of platforms m 
the field of View 

Fmally, a general comment It would seem sensible that DCLS evolution 
should aim at one system, servmg both operational needs (on NOM 
operational meteorological satellites) and research needs, (e g , the same 
DCLS mcluded on oceanic research satellites to facilitate greatly the combi
nation of satellite and direct techniques) It IS poSSible that an evolution 
of the eXlstmg Argos system could meet the needs expressed above satisfac
torily, and thus serve both operational and research needs Or, It may 
well be that a different development IS needed It does seem that the 
operational role of a fleet of constant-level balloons as a meteorological 
observmg system IS doubtful, at least at the moment, while the role of 
ocean platforms IS mcreasmg rapidly Thus, a future DCLS, be It Argos 
or othefWIse, should be deSigned to accommodate the most probable future 
large-scale uSe-5urface and pop-up dnftmg buoys 
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5 2 Support of Oceanic Experiments 

In Section 2 of thiS report, a number of expenments are mentioned 
that would benefit greatly by concurrent satellite programs, e g , the TropI
cal Expenment, the General Ocean Circulation Expenment, and Cage 
In addition, TOPEX and WOED are satellite expenments It IS beyond 
the scope of thiS report to outline any time schedule or plan for such 
efforts The NOSS SCience Working Group did not Include such matters 
m ItS charge and little diSCUSSion related to such matters took place 
As mentioned earlier In thiS section, the research community could take 
the Initiative In such matters 

However, It was recognized that TOPEX seemed to be ripe for ImmedIate 
technical and management plannmg, and would provIde mvaluable data 
sets applIcable to a variety of problems TOPEX observatIons would support 
the several experiments mentIoned above 

Further, It also appeared to the Workmg Group that the scatterometer 
IS an mstrument of great promIse for supportmg several kmds of mvesttga
tlons, as well as for provldmg Important operatIonal data It may be possIble, 
for example, to mclude a scatterometer on a future NOAA operatIonal satel
lite Such a combmatlon could be most useful, smce A VHRR hIgh-resolutIon 
temperature patterns would be avaIlable from the same satelltte, and the 
Argos system would faCIlItate the direct observatIons needed m conjUnctIon 
WIth the satellIte measurements, as dIscussed m some detaIl m SectIon 
3 1 above (provIded that along-track data relay would be possIble) 

The possIbIlIty of addmg a color scanner to one of the NOAA sun-synchron
ous operatIOnal satellItes, on whIch the multIchannel A VHRR SST system 
IS used also merits further study 

SAR and LAMMR flights would be much more complex and would 
probably require special dedicated efforts 

5.3 Data Services 

The several large-scale expenments discussed earlier and individual 
satellite efforts such as TOPEX will be greatly faCilitated by a data and 
mformatlon system such as the one discussed In the prevIous section 

The ImmedIate future IS not too soon to make a long-term commItment 
to mltlate such a system By domg so, much of the cleanup of hlstoncal 
data can be accompltshed, and we can be ready for the addItIon of new 
satellite data sets The experimenters deslgnmg and Implementmg the many 
new programs WIll have had the opportUnity to mfluence the data faCIlIty 
as to their future needs m connectIon WIth the specIfIC experiments to be 
conducted Even more critIcally, tIme WIll be avaIlable to tram new data 
experts and have an experienced team ready for the large-scale experiments 
and data streams probable m the next decade ThIS IS not a mmor matter, 
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cally Interested, but data-user-orlented experts are rare 
The expertise In the meteorological community IS one possible starting 

POint Close cooperation between the meteorological and oceanic research 

and data commUnities In the future will be benefiCial to both 

The expenmental needs and data requirements of the major oceanic 

expenments proposed as part of the World Climate Research Program 
proVide one timely Impetus to get started on budding a realistiC but ade

quate oceanic sCiences datafacdlly Further programmatic stimulations are 

the possibilities of Implementing TOPEX and scatterometer flights, and 

the need to capitalize on the forthcoming Improvements In the operational 

sea-surface-temperature systems being Implemented on the NOAA space

craft A research-oriented data faCIlity operating In connectIon WIth the opera
tIOnal systems, Insofar as possIble, WIll extract the maxImum amount of 
relIable sCIentIfIc informatIon from such efforts 
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